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"The process of making the criminal, therefore, 
is a process of tagging, defining, identifying, 
segregating, describing, emphasizing, making 
conscious and self-conscious; it becomes a way 
of stimulating, suggesting, emphasizing and 
evoking the very traits that are complained of. 
If the theory in relation of response to stim­
ulus has any meaning, the young delinquent is 
mischievous insofar as it identifies him to 
himself and to the environment as a delinquent 
person.'t 
F. Tannenbaum (1938) 
~. ,.'\ 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Multnomah County, Oregon, like many other counties across the 
nation, faces the perplexing problem of meeting the needs of the youth­
ful offender. Historically, and even in more recent times, juvenile 
court authorities have relied primarily on detention facilities to 
provide secure custody for youthful offenders. However, the continued 
increase in delinquency and a growing storm of criticism of the 
\ juvenile court have lead to a" re-examination of current policy and a 
number of proposed changes on both the national and local level. 
L"ocal concern and recognition that too many youthfu~ offenders 
were being held in the county dete~tion home facilitated the move to 
adopt an alternative approach to detention. Local authorities were 
also urged by federal legislation (Juvenile Justice Act of 1974) to 
develop programs for the youthful offender in part due to the following 
factors: 1. the spiraling cost of maintaining existing facilities; 
2. changing societal perceptions about the juvenile justice system, and 
3. the recognition that secure custody does not always serve as a de­
terrent to delinquency but often is only a breeding ground for future 
criminal careers. 
\ "01 
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A policy change in Multnomah County with regard to detention of 
youthful offenders has led to the closure of some of the detention 
facilities at the Donald E. Long Home. The policy change was also 
responsible for the creation of an alternative program for the y~ung 
offender. The alternative program called th~ Close Supervision 
Program was based on the philosophy that many of the youths held in 
detention do not require secure custody in the county's detention 
home while awaiting adjudication. 
The authors surveyed the literature to examine the delinquency 
problem in light of "causal" factors, labeling and stigma, treatment,' 
institutionalization and alternatives to detention. This theoretical 
f~amework is provided in order to give meaning to the conceptualiz­
ation of delinquency and the need for alternative programs. 
The section on Perspective of the Juvenile Court system in 
Multnomah County will present information about the operation of the 
Court, and those factors which led to the establishment of the Close 
Supervision Program. 
The section on the evaluation of the findings and analysis will 
present data related to the Close Supervision Program's goal and ob­
jectives, the outcome of the youth placed on the program, and per­
ceptions of Court Counselors and Close Supervision Program staff about 
the operation of the program. 
Because the Close Supervision Program is an integral part of the. 
Juvenile Court in Multnomah County, the study will present an analysis 
on the operation of the program. 
CHAPTER II 
THE PROBLEM 
Youth across the United States are becoming involved in criminal 
and delinquent activity at an ever increasing rate. The increase may 
be caused by family crises, school problems, peer pressures, unemploy­
ment, or a combination of factors. Whatever the cause of delinquency, 
the increase in youthful crimes has reached crisis proportions. This 
increase has stimulated a response from the federal government. 
On the national level, the federal government has addressed the 
problem with the passage of the 1974 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 
Prevention Act. Accord'ing to Public Law 93-415 93rd Congress, S. 821, 
1974: Sec. 101 (a): liThe Congress hereby finds that -- (1) juveniles 
account for almost half the arrests for serious crimes in the United 
States today••• If Hare specifically, Jackson (1913) states the 
problem in the following teruG and reports that: 
Over one million (1,143,700) juvenile delinquency 
cases, excluding traffic offenses, were estimated as 
being handled by all juvenile courts in the United States 
in 1973•• - .the overall increase'for the country was 3 
percent -- while at the same time the child population, 
aged 10 through 17 increased about 1 percent (0.7) ••• 
Between 1960 and 1913, the number of delinquency cases 
more than doubled (124 percent increase) as compared 
to the 32 percent increase in the number of children aged 
10 through 17. Jackson (1973:1)_ 
"'.:: 
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A further look at national trends reveals that a significant 
number of youths are being arrested for status offenses. According 
to the 1970 Census several hundred thousand youth were arrested for 
such status offenses as runaway, curfew, or general conduct Kassebaum 
(1974). Status offenses areviotations unique to minors because the 
violations would not be conside~ed illegal if committed by an adult. 
Serious offenses, on the other hand, are violations that would apply 
to youth and adults alike. According to the Youth Service Bureau 
Research Group (1975:7): "Approximately half of all arrests of young 
people in a typical year will be for such minor offenses as incorrig­
ibility, truancy, waywardness, or running away from home." 
On the lo'cal level-, a study conducted in Multnomah County, Oregon, 
showed that many youthful offenders were detained f~r 'offenses that 
were considered crimes only for minors. 
A. Study of Juvenile Detention in Multnomah County, Oregon, pub­
lished in November, 1973 , reve~led that many of the youth being detained 
at the Donald E. Long Home, a detention facility for the Multnomah 
County Juvenile Court, could be released to the community until their 
court hearing. It was also found t~t detention at the county home 
tended to be either ve~y short (lor 2 days) or extensively long (a 
month or more). They made this association because it was found that 
many youth were being detained for status offen~es. According to the 
study, operational costs could be reduced if an alternative program 
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were developed so immediate release could be made available for 
youthful offenders who are neither a threat to themselves.nor to 
the conununity. 
Statistics published by Multnomah County Juvenile Court in 
1974 show the total referrals to the Juvenile Court in 1974 to be 
7,003. Referrals to the Juvenile Court listed as "status offenders" 
(i.e., truancy, runaway, curfew violations, etc.) totaled 3,386. The 
referrals listed as "serious" totaled 3,617. Thus, almost one-half 
of the Juvenile Court caseload was comprised of status offenders. 
The total number of youthful offenders detained in secure custody 
\.was 3,260 in 1974. 
From the 1973 study published on juvenile detention, and the 
statistics <from Multnomah County Juvenile Court, officials became 
aware that Multnomah County needed some type of an alternative to 
detention. A position paper prepared in October 1974 by a Multnomah 
County Commissioner (1974:8) reports: "By 1973 ••• there was a 
growing awareness that the deeper a child's involvement in the juven­
ile justice system, the greater the likelihood of continued involve­
ment in the (juvenile or adult) system." A complementary philosophy 
states that children are best served by diversion or limited pene­
tration instead of formal processing by the juvenile justice system. ' 
An interview with the Director of Multnomah County Department of 
Human Services further explains the problems facing youthfui offenders 
who are placed in detention facilities: 
i. ~ 
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Secure custody detention used for younsters who 
do not require it is damaging to them and unnecessarily 
costly to the county. The data regarding the use of 
this detention indicated that it was considerably over­
used. A large number (of youth) th~n being admitted 
could have been screened out prior to admission; another 
share could be placed in shelter care; and (still) another 
share could be placed under close supervision as an al­
ternative to secure custody. 
Some youngsters could function without being a threat 
to the. community if they are provided the more intensive 
supervision that would be possible in a small caseload of 
about five~ Goddard (1975). 
In Multnomah County the annual cost of operating the Juvenile 
Court has been over one million dollars (Office of County Management, 
1975). The cost to provide secure custody for youth who reside in 
Multnomah County will continue to be high as long as youth who might 
benefit socially and psychologically from an alternative program are, 
instead, held in secure custody at the Donald E. Long Home. 
The youthful offender faces many problems when institutionalized. 
They may lose valuable tfme from school and employment. The youthful 
offender must try to complete all class assignments while being held 
in detention. The employed youth may lose gainful employment as a 
result of prolonged absence from work due to detention. The added 
social stigma attached to the label "juvenile delinquent" may also 
affect employment opportunities for youths and cause serious problems 
with teachers, other adults, and peers. 
Summary 
An examination of the literature has shown increased involvement 
of youths in both serious and status'law violations. The federal 
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government has responded with the passage of the Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Act of 1974. Recognition of the over utilization of de­
tention facilities for youthful offenders in Multnomah County has led 
to the ~stablishment of alternative programs. The Close Supervision 
Program was established as an alternative to secure detention. The 
program is designed to reduce the need for institutionalization and 
the length of institutional care pending court hearings. 
1, ~ 
CHAPTER III 
PERSPECTIVES ON DELINQUENCY 
"Juvenile delinquency as a term is not in vogue right now." 
-~ Jackie Insley 
In general, tpe use of the term "juvenile delinquent" has been 
too broad or imprecise to convey a clear meaning. The definition of 
"juvenile delinquent" is mostly all inclus~ve, and begins with acts 
that are violations of criminal codes. Also included in the definition 
are disruptive family conditions, immoral conduct, school problems, and 
curfew violations. 
Misconceptions About Delinquency 
If a common definition is lacking for the term "delinquent," then 
misconception~ about delinquency will certainly appear in public at­
titudes and public laws. l~o is a juvenile delinquent? The answer to 
this question depends upon different viewpoints. One may consider any 
youth who walks across his lawn to be a juvenile delinquent. Then, too, 
the youth who has long hair, wears dirty clothes or rides a motor bike 
could conceivably be a juvenile delinquent. Others view the juvenile 
delinquent as a violator of criminal law. In ~ssence, then, juvenile 
delinquency means different things to diff~rent people. 
9 
Public opinion is shaped by the mass media on virtually every 
issue; juvenile delinquency is not an exception. Schur (1973;11) 
points out that, "Gang violence is probably the dominant image of 
delinquency carried by the media." How delinquency is perceived by 
public officials and individuals in society will largely determine the 
type of response given to deal with the problem. 
The Juvenile Court~ by mandate, has given special attention to 
a range of youthful behavior because delinquency violates basic norms 
approved by society and requires corrective measures from an official 
institution. The official response to delinquent acts is to control 
the behavior of youths who violate societal norms. Youths who do not 
abide by the rules challenge the legitimacy of the social system. The 
delinquent act is defined by.two elements: first it is behavior that 
violates basic social norms and secondly, the behavior evokes a re­
sponse from the juvenile justice system that these norms have been 
violated Schur (1973). 
Legal Definition of Delinquent Behavior 
There are, of course, legal definitions for juvenile delinquency. 
For example, Perlman states that: 
Legally speaking, a juvenile delinquent is one who 
commits a delinquent act as defined by law and who is 
adjudicated as such by an appropriate court. • • Most 
juvenile court laws define as delinquent a juvenile who 
violates any state or local law or commits any act that 
would be considered a crime if committed by an adult. 
In addition. • .most statutes define as delinquency acts 
which are violations of laws only when committed by chil­
dren: truancy, running aw~y, incorrigibility••• 
(Perlman 1968: 223-224). ".' 
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In the case of the youth who is considered to be incorrigible, 
special problems arise because any youth at one time or another 
could be brought to court on charges of incorrigibility. Lemert 
(1972:10) explains that:"incorrigibility when put into its social 
context is a term which many times connotes iittle more than conflict 
between a teen-age youth and parents, in which unreasonable demands 
are made by the latter and in which a probation officer becomes a 
partisan." Thus, much of what is considered to be a delinquency 
problem may not, in fact, be a problem t~t the court should handle, 
or even try to solve. Juvenile Court inv.olvement in such areas may 
be viewed as an overreach of the law (Lemert 19?2). 
Who is the Youthful Offender? 
There are essentially two views expressed as to the character­
istics of the typical juvenile delinquent. Perlman provides one of 
these views when he portrays the youthful offender as more likely to be: 
a boy than a girl•••he is generally about 14 or 
15 years old when referred although he had exhibited 
behavior problems considerably earlier. His attitude 
is hostile, defiant, and suspicious. He is usually re­
tarded in school work and in reading ability and shows a 
chronic history of truancy. 
Delinquents, more frequently than nondelinquents, 
come from homes broken by death, divorce, or desertion 
or homes lacking in understanding, self-respect, stabil­
ity, affection, and moral standards. (Perlman 1968:226). 
Perlman (1968:226) goes on to explain that nondelinquents may cOme from 
these same environments, but that "such factor~ tend to produce dispro­
portionate numbers of delinquents." 
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Gibbons, in a statement on the nature of delinquency, portrays 
a different view on the youthful off.ender. He states that: 
In a sense, given the broad ch~racter of delinquency 
laws in the United States, the potential population of 
"juvenile delinquency" is nearly infinite in size. That 
is, almost every juvenile in the United States could be 
considered a ·de1inque~t because almost every youngster 
engages in at least some minor acts of law violation~ 
(Gibbons 1965:229). 
Since the literature indicates that many youth suffer from much of what 
is defined as de1inquency~ then it follows that almost every youth is ~ 
potential delinquent. 
Causal Factors 
Study on the cause of delinquent behavior has focused on the 
family, with much atte~tion being given to the parental role. 
(Cloward and Ohlin, 1965; l.Jest, 1973; Cavan, 1962). Cavan (1962) 
presents th~ argument that the single parent family is not a conclu­
sive social indicator of delinquent behavior. He first addresses 
the issue of delinquency by examining certain supposed causes (i.e., 
family, culture) which may contribute to delinquency. The author 
states: II .the contributing factors to delinquency ar~ as 
varied as the types of misbehavior grouped under this general term." 
The author continues, "Delinquents are neither 'feeble-minded nor 
superior'. They represent a cross section of the juvenile pop­
u1ation." (Cavan 1962:6-9). 
" 
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The next issue addressed by Cavan (1962) is the idea that most 
clinicians view youth who commit delinquent acts as emotionally 
maladjusted, when there may actually be no dilference in the psycho­
logical adjustment of "delinquent" and "nondelinquent" youth. 
Records may show some racial groups to have a monopoly on 
crime. The answer to who maY,be labeled Udelinquent" may be 
found in the high arrest rate, court appearances, and convictions 
which are closely associated with slum neighborhoods (Cavan 1962). 
Although a high proportion of youthful offenders come from broken 
homes, this is not a proven cause of delinquency. Cavan (1962) 
\
explains that the employment of the mother who has left her chil­
dren without supervision does not alone create delinquency, but 
is significant for understanding unfavorable family cond~tions. 
Research in the area of causal, factors examines the family, 
culture, and psychological stability of youthful offenders in an 
1
effort to determine the causes of delinquent behavior. Cloward 
and Ohlin (1960:53) examine the issue of the masculinity problem 
in a female-headed household. The authors contend, "Evidence 
is lacking as to the significance and the permanence of problems 
1 
Rose Giallombardo is editor of Juvenile Delinquency, A 
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",< " 
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of masculinity." The authors also criticize the cultural aspects 
of delinquency because too many youths from "lower-class pop­
ulations could be considered youthful offenders because of 
socioeconomic strata. 
Treatment· 
Some form of treatment has long been used in an effort to re­
habilitate youthful offenders. Numerous methods of treatment 
have been utilized throughout the correctional system. Gibbons 
provides the following observation on what treatment means: 
A provisional answer would be that therapy for 
correctional clients consists of explicit or 
procedures deliberately undertaken to change 
those conditions thought to be responsible for 
the violator's misbehavior. Treatment implies 
some rationale or causal argument to the effect 
that the criminal behavior of the individual 
stems from some particular set of factors or 
conditions~ (Gibbons 1965:130). 
The two major types of treatment modalities used by correctional 
employees are individual psychotherapy and group therapy Gibbons 
(1965:129). The goal of the various treatment modalities is to 
either uncover individual problems or develop new behavioral norms. 
Basically, psychotherapy is used for individual problems and group 
therapy is used to change behavioral norms through group process. 
The length and frequency of the treatment modality usually depends 
on the. youth and the perceived severity of the YOllth 1 s problem. 
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Gibbons (1965:146-147) has further divided the two major forms of 
therapy for youthful offenders into six subtypes: "1. Individual· 
'Depth' Psychotherapy, 2. Group Psychotherapy, 3. Client Centered 
Therapy, 4. Group Therapy, 5. Milieu Management, and 6. Environ­
mental Change." 
Psychotherapy is a means of examining the internal psyche in· 
an effort to somehow alter or change the behavior of the youthful 
law offender. Gibbons (1965:142) states: It •••psychotherapy 
follows some procedure designed to reveal the internal workings 
'of the person to the therapist and to the patient. II The aim of 
psychother~py, then, is to help the client realize what has caused 
his or her anti-social .behavior. With this increased understanding 
the client should then be able to correct the anti-social behavior 
and prevent recurnence in the future. 
Therapy for youth who have been institutionalized may be 
inappropriate if the treatment is at the request of the Juvenile 
Court and not the youth. In this case the youth may perceive therapy 
only as a requirement for release instead of help in the solution of 
his or her problems. 
Some observers have argued that the Juvenile Court should define 
behavior that is criminal and treat the youthful offender in that 
manner. Harlow, Weber and Cohen note that: 
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If a deviant behavior or condition is to be defined as 
not criminal then it would seem that an individual 
should not be compelled to accept treatment for that con­
dition or behavior unless the condition is ruled inherent­
ly dangerous, and he should not be committed for other 
reasons except on a determination that he himself is 
dangerous or helpless. (Harlow, Weber and Cohen 1971a":9). 
Thus in many respects, the Juvenile Court could be seen as sentencing 
the youth to therapy~ (Kassebaum 1974). " 
Therapy as an approach to curb delinquent behavior has all but 
failed (Lemert, 1972). This may be due in part to the fact that the 
Juvenile Court is an agency of justice and therefore treatment effo~ts 
may only reinforce the "deviant"', behavior of the youthful offender. 
Labeling and Stigma 
Over the years, Researchers such as (Tannenbaum, 1938, Lemert, 
1972, Schur, 1973) have been concerned with the negative effects of 
labeling stigma on those youths who are processed by the Juvenile 
Court. What these studies have revealed is that the Juvenile Court 
invokes certain negative images on individuals with whom it ha~ made 
contact. These images may be held by the individ~al himself and later 
reinforced by society in general. If contact with the court has re­
suIted in the youth being labeled "delinquent," the label itself may 
lead to further involvement with the court. 
The process by which the juvenile justice system labels the youth 
is one that creates a file for future use, assigns a case number, and 
assigns Juvenile Court personnel to the youth. Such a process will 
16 
all but insure the youth will be kept labeled within the juvenile 
justice system. If a youth is placed in a special program and is 
told to obey special rules, the youth may fail to keep those rules, 
thereby furthering the image of failure and delinquency. Lemert 
(1972:13) writing on deviance, addresses this problem: "The spec­
ifics of this pr~cess lie in th~ reactions made to special status 
which set wards apart and special conduct standards which hold them 
accountable in ways not ~pected of other ohildren." The youth 
placed in such a situation now has the original problem which brought 
him to the court's attention and a new set of rules by which to comply 
while being given "treatmE!nt" by Juvenile Court personnel. If the 
youth fails the special program, he will likely be perceived as a 
different type of youngster, which may further the perpetuation of 
stigmatization. The youth is then considered a deviant and as such, 
will generate a certain type of interaction from other individuals and 
public agencies. This special type of response from other individuals 
will cause the youth to identify with his new "ascribed role" and act 
the way a juvenile delinquent is supposed to act. Schur (1973:119) 
states that, u ••• the labeling approach stresses that the self-concepts 
and long-term behavior of rule violators are vitally influenced by the 
interaction between them and agents of social control." 
The youth who has been stigmatized suffer~ greatly in future 
contacts with public agencies when seeking service. This same youth 
17 

faces even greater problems if attempts are made to obtain certain 
types of employment. In response to these ob~tacles, the "youth may 
be pushed to a delinquent, then criminal career. 
Institutionalization 
Youthful offenders are still institutionalized for status and 
serious offenses. Studies have 'shown-that institutionalization is 
not required for every youthful offender. In fact, research indicates 
that institutionalization may actually make the problem of delinquency 
worse. Lemert explains: 
••• in many cases the harm done to chi1drenmd youth by 
contacts with these courts out~eighs any benefi~s thereby 
gained. Moreover, the interaction between child and court 
and unanticipated consequences of the processing of a child 
in many instances contributes to or exacerbates the problem 
of de1inquency~ (Lemert 1972:1). 
The institutionalization of youngsters does not act as a deterrent 
(as can be seen in the increase in delinquency) for other youths. 1n­
stitutionalization has many ramifications for the youth who has been 
detained. In addition to loss of freedom, detention may have the added 
personal effect of loss of pride and self esteem. The youth's sense 
of integrity may be questioned by both himself and the court. 
Detention means loss of freedom, removal of personal 
possessions, subjugation to arbitrary security rules, 
and surveillance in some juvenile halls by microphones 
and closed circuit television. Girls, on admission to 
detention, may have to submit to routine pelvic examin­
ations, with the implications of possible pregnancy or 
venereal disease. (Lemert 1972:11). 
';' "":' 
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Vague laws that give authority to the Juvenile Court to intervene 
into the lives of youths at,any time can have serious consequences • 
. 
Since it is apparent that detention as a method of preventing de­
1inquent behavior has not worked, a new app~oach seems to be of 
urgent necessity_ 
Deinstitutiona1ization 
As a response to the failure of detention and institutionalization 
experimental programs are being established to decrease the population 
of youth in detention awaiting court adjudication. Utilization of the 
court's intake system as a method of reducing the court's involvement 
has not been totally effective as a diversionary process because too 
many youths are still being held in detention. 
The diversionary process can be seen as an informal system be­
ginning w"ith the discretion of the police officer who decides whether 
or not to mak~ an arrest. The second part of this diversionary process 
occurs at the disposition of the intake worker. The intake worker can 
decide whether to detain the youth, send him home or to foster care. 
The third part of this diversionary process is the informal hearing. 
Following the hearing, the youth can be informally released to his 
parents, to foster care, or·placed on an alternative program.> 
Harlow, et a1 (197la:l) report, liThe decision to divert an individ­
ua1 from judicial proceedings is affected by ntany fac.tors, including the 
nature of the offense, the circumstances of its commission, the attitude 
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of the victim, and the character of the accused. 1t This process of 
diversion from the juvenile justice system should not be confused 
with recent diversion programs. There is still much discretion em­
ployed by law enforcement officials when a determination is made on 
the seriousness of the offense. Once a decision is made about the 
offense (either ~erious or status) another decision must be made in 
regard to where to take the youthful offender. The youthful offender 
can be taken to either the court or a diversion program. 
A serious problem can arise with this type of diversionary pro~ess 
,through t~e over-use of the court's detention facilities. If the court 
assumes the respon~ibi1ity for defining what constitutes serious and 
status offenses, then the court is in a position to decide which youths 
should be detained. In the case of the youthful offender, little dis­
tinction is made. Both serious and status offenders are held in 
detention. Lemert (1972:9) l~ites, "In a real sense it (the court) 
'causes' delinquency by processing cases of children and youth whose 
problem might be ignored, normalized in their original setting, or 
dealt with as family, educational, or welfare problems." 
Another problem with this diversionary method is that too many 
youth end up with the label of ','delinquent." As can be seen from the 
literature on labeling and stigma, there are many problems associated 
with the label "delinquent." Writing on the use of discretion as a 
method 'of diversion, Harlow, et a1 states: 
:: ~; 
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Arrest data and court statistics indicate that 'most of 
the cases in the criminal courts consist of what are 
essentially violations of moral norms or instances of 
annoying behavior, rather than of dangerous crime,' 
and that many juveniles contacted by police for truancy, 
waywardness, or 'incorrigibility' end up in juvenile 
court with an adjudication of delinquency. (Harlow, 
et al 1971a:l-2). 
An approach to the delinquency problem is the use of alternatives 
to detention through the use of a community-based program. Within 
the range of "community treatment" are such programs as Mobilization 
for Youth in New York City and the Chicago Area Project. These 
projects are aimed at some action-oriented approach to the prevention 
of delinquency. 
An alternative to detention implies that the use of detention 
will no longer be used'. The various types of alternatives can be 
seen in such terms as "community treatment." Used in the frame­
work of deinstitutionalization of youthful offenders, community 
treatment has lost all meaning. Harlow, Weber and Wilkins (l97lb:l) 
U •••suggests that the idea of 'community treatment' has lost all 
descriptive usefulness except as a code-word with connotations of 
'advanced correctional thinking' and implied value judgments against 
the 'locking up' and isolation of offenders." 
Some programs considered alternatives to institutionalization may 
well be considered Harlow et al (l97lb:3) in terms as "••• intensive 
intervention in lieu of institutionalization•••Intensive intervention 
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as an alternative to institutionalization would imply exactly that -- a 
means of handling the offender without incarceration. n 
The use of detention raises the question·of the need for super­
vision at all if the offense is considered non-dangerous. The use of 
such an intensive program can be seen as an important improvement of the 
traditional methods of custodial care of youthful offenders; how~ver, 
the purpose of an alternative to detention is to avoid the negative 
effects of the court and ,detention. If the purpose is to avoid neg­
ative effects of labeling and stigma that are associated with detention, 
.' then institutionalization is neither necessary nor beneficial for those 
youth who are status offenders. 
CHAPTER IV 

PERSPECTIVES ON THE JUVENILE COURT SYSTEM IN MULTNOMAH COUNTY 

The Juvenile Court Act, which 'the Oregon Legislature passed in 1905, 
led to changes relative to the care and treatment of youth across the 
state. Previously, the care and treatment of youth was handled by 
various charitable organizations. With the passage of the new act, 
Multnomah County became more directlytlinvolved in maintaining 'and ad­
vancing methods of treating its dependents and delinquents." The act 
defined a "dependent child" and a "delinquent child" in the following 
terms. Thetfdependent child" as: 
•••any child in destitute circumstances, or any child 
without parental care and control, or any child begging 
or peddling upon the streets, or any child living among 
disreputable companions, or in disorderly houses, or whose 
-home was an unfit place for such a child by reason of its 
parent's cruelty, immorality or neglect, or any child 
under 12 years of age found singing or playing in the 
, streets for hire. ' 
The "delinquent child" as: 
• • .any incorrigible child or one who violated any 
criminal law or municipal ordinance, who was a truant 
from school, or one who associated with vicious companions 
or was found in bawdy houses, saloons, or gambling houses. 
(East, 1939: 34-35). 
This act, which was based on the philosophy that youth should be 
helped rather than punished, gave the court jurisdiction over youth 
until they reached the age of 16 years. The act also stipulated that 
youth be detained in a suitable place away from adult criminal influence 
~. ", 
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and that no youth under 12 years of age be admitted to any jail. (The 
Function of the Multnomah County Juvenile Court and Donald E. Long Home, 
1974). 
During the next few years, various amendments resulted in changes 
to the original act. The first set amendments gave the court jurisdiction 
over youth until they reached the age of 18 years. For those youth who 
were already involved with the court, the age over which the court had 
jurisdiction was raised to 21 years. Such changes, according to Judge 
Frazer, were necessary since the court " •••had lost control' of severa~ 
children just at the time when control, and restraint were most needed. t1 
(East, 1939:43). 
The amendments changed the definition of dependency to include 
" •••any child found living in a saloon, or with drunken parents, or 
any child found begging in the streets. n (East, 1939:43). 
The amendments also provided for paid probation officers, the 
expenses of the court, and for the erection of a detention home, which 
was built shortly thereafter (East, 1939':43). 
Other amendments in subsequent years resulted in the creation of 
the Court of Domestic relations. This Court, which was created specif.­
ically for Multnomah County, was given "original and exclusive jurisdiction 
over all children under 18 years of age, and in all procedures 'contrib­
uting to the delinquency of a minor. u A few years later, another amend.... 
ment to the act abolished this Court and created in its place, the . 
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Department of Domestic Relations in the Circuit Court for Multnomah 
County. (Report 1943-1953:5). Unlike the Court of Domestic Relations, 
the new Court's powers were limited as its jdrisdiction did not in-
elude cases involving support, desertion, and illegitimacy (Bell, 1939). 
Until 1950 when the Donald E. Long Home was opened to replace the 
Frazer Detention Home, the ope~ation'of the Court remained basically 
unchanged as no new amendments to the act were passed. 
With the opening of the Donald E. Long Home, the Court was better 
prepared to provide care for the increasing number of youth who were 
being referred for dependency and delinquency. During the years 1949­
1953, dependency referrals to the Court 'rose from 684 to' 
\ 
1087, an 
increase of 58 percent. For the same period, delinquency referrals 
to the Court rose from 1496 to 1882, an increase of 211 percent (Report 
1949-1953). 
The increased volume of work at the Court made the need for an 
additional judge, who was immediately chosen, acute. Another change 
resulted in the use of the term Juvenile Court Counselor to replace the 
previously used title, Probation Officer,(Report 1949-1953). Because 
of the continued increase in delinquency in Multnomah County, several 
community groups held a public meeting to express their concern over 
this increase. The success of their meeting led to the formatio'n of 
the Citizens Committee on Juvenile Delinquency which was made up of 
persons appointed by the Mayor and the County Commissioners. 
t, 
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The committee was assigned the task of studying all aspects of juven­
ile delinquency in Multnomah County. Soon thereafter, six sub­
committees were formed from the overall committee and each selected 
for careful study, one of the following areas: law enforcement 
agencies, welfare services, character building agencies, juve~ile 
court and insti~utions, family.life, and school and employment. 
After evaluation of the various programs, the committee then 
affirmed that juvenile d~linq~ency was caused by multiple factors 
such as: inconsistent discipline, problems of mental health, 
poverty neighborhood, school failure and truancy, lack of wholesome 
recreation, multiple temptations of communications, and poor adult 
examples. As a result of their study, the committee made recommen­
dations which included: 
1. Institute a school for parents of delinquent children. 
2. Enlargement of foster home programs. 
3. Strengthening of law enforcement agencies and the Juvenile Court. 
4. The creation of additional Child Guidance Clinics. 
With regard to the Juvenile Court, the committee also recommended 
that a full time Court, five days a week, be brought into operation, 
that legally trained referees be employed, and that a Deputy District 
Attorney be appointed to serve as a legal advisor and as a prosecutor 
in some casesJ (Multnomah County Juvenile Court and The Donald E. 
Long Home, 1958:7-8). 
.'" ._l. 
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Within a couple ~f years" many of the recommendations were being 
implemented to facilitate a smoother operation of the Court. Referrals 
for dependency and delinquency cases continued to increase to the extent 
that in 1965, there were 6761 referrals to the Court. (Multnomah County 
Juvenile Court and The Donald E. Long Home, 1965). 
What was also very apparent during these years is that many of 
the referrals were bringing many more new families within the juris­
diction of the Court. Reasons such as the increased use of drugs, 
the hippie culture, the' race riots, and truancy referrals were all 
cited as being responsible for the increase. For example, referrals 
for drugs alone increased by 294 percent in 1967. (Multnomah County 
Juvenile Court and The Donald E. Long Home, 1967). 
The period was also replete with a number of developments on 
both the national and local level, which had an impact on the operation 
of the Court. For example, the Supreme Court's decision in the case, 
Kent vs. U.S., 383 U.S. 591 (1966) enabled youth who were bro~ght be­
fore the Court to have "due process of law'~ as guaranteed in the Con­
stitution. A year later, the Supreme Court again ruled in The Matter 
of Gault 387 U. S. 1 (1967) that the provisions of "due process" as' 
provided by the Fourteenth Amendment be applied to juvenile pro­
ceedings. This was to be applied to the extent that it included 
"the notice of allegations (charges), right to counsel and appointment 
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of counsel, right against self-incrimination, and the right of con­
frontation of the witness against the child." Three years later, 
the Supreme Court in another case, The }~tter of Winship, 397 u.s. 
358 (1970) required "proof beyond a reasonable doubt as the guaran­
tee of proof in some juvenile cases'. n (Laws Relating to Children, 
1972: XV-XVI). 
In 1967, the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Ad­
ministration of Justice published a report on Juvenile Delinquency 
and Youth Crime. The report, in many instances, was very critical 
of the operation of the Courts across the nation. Edwi~ Lemert 
. \ 
was among those authors who critically examined some of the long-
cherished beliefs about delinquency, its causation and control. 
Lemert in his article, "The Juvenile Court - Quest and Realities," 
pointed out the deleterious aspects of wardship, stigma and labelling 
on youth referred to the Courts~ (Task Force Report: 91-105). 
As a result of these developments on the national level, the 
Legislative Interim J~venile Code Committee was created to prepare 
a revision of the law as it relates to youth in the State of Oregon. 
The committee's work resulted in many new revisions to comply with 
the trends developing on the national level. Their recommendations 
sanctioned the Juvenile Court's jurisdiction in any case involving 
a per~on who is under 18 years of age and: 
\' '\' .. 
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(1) Who has violated any law of the ~nited States, or a state, 
or city; or 
(2) Who is beyond the control of his parents, or anyone having 
custody; or 
(3) Whose behavior, conditions," or circumstances are such as to 
endanger his own welfare or the welfare of others; or 
(4) Who is dependent for support upon a child care agency that needs 
the help of the Court in planning for his best interests; or 
(5) Whose parents or lawful guardian have abandoned him, failed to 
support him,or to provide him with education as required by law, 
or have abused him physically or emotionally; or 
(6) Who has run away from home. (Youth Faces the Law, 1972). 
Other recommendations have reduced the Court's jurisdictional 
powers. One revision lowered the age of wardship from 21 to 18 years 
of age. Another revision enables youth who meet certain criteria 
prescribed by law, to have their records destroyed. (Laws Relating 
to Children, 1972). 
Another development on the local level to have an impact on the 
operation of the Court, was' 'a position paper titled, "Care of Juveniles 
in Multnomah County." Writing critically about some of the operations 
of the Court, the author pointed out that "detention tends to draw 
the child further into the system." (Clark, 1974:17). The publication 
of this paper was partly responsible for the closure of some of the 
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facilities at The Donald E. Long Home, the reduction in counseling 
staff, and the creation of alternative programs to care for youth 
who might otherwise have been held in detention. 
Apart from these recent changes, the Court has employed a 
variety of approaches to control spread of dependency and delin­
quency. These approaches include: the use of professionally trained 
counselors to treat families referred; the use of psychiatrists and 
psychologists to provide more accurate diagnoses and assessments, and 
the continuation of neighborhood-based programs in high delinquency areas. 
Other components of the Juvenile Court System whic~ enable 
\ 
Multnomah County to exercise its jurisdictional power include: 
Youth Service Bureaus, Group Homes, Foster Homes, Traffic Depart­
ment, the School System, and many other agencies which, -at times, also 
provide service to the families involved with this Court. 
CONCLUSION 
It is very evident that the Juvenile Court System in Multnomah 
County has changed its focus and direction over the years to meet the 
needs of the community, and in response to criticism. That some 
components of the System are still developing should be evident by 
changes and programs currently taking place. One such program, the 
Close Supervision Program, which was r.ecently started, is designed 
to me~t a need w'ithin the Court System. 
'. 
CHAPTER V:. 
. THE PROGRAM 
AN ALTERNATIVE TO INSTITUTIONALIZATION 
On August 1, 1974, the Close Supervision Program, a project 
developed by Multnomah County Department of Residential Services and 
contracted to the Portland Metropolitan Steering Committee E.O.A. 
Inc., was started in Multnomah County, Oregon. The Close Supervision 
Program was patterned after the Home Detention Program in St. Louis, 
Missouri. The Close Supervision Program shares a dual re1atio.nship 
with Portland Metropolitan Steering Connnittee E.O.A. Inc. and Mult­
nomah County Juvenile Court as a result of a contractual agreement. 
(See appendix H ) • 
Designed to reduce the need and length of secure custody at the 
Donald E. Long Home, the Close Supe~ision Program was established to 
prevent youthful offenders from being held in detention pending dis­
position of a hearing. The Close Supervision Program accepts only 
the youthful offender who is 1. referred to the court for a law 
violation, 2. a resident of Multnomah County and comes within th~ 
jurisdiction of the court, 3. an offender whose offense is not serious 
enough ~o make court release a dange~ to himself/herself or to the 
community, and 4. in agreement to be available for the court hearing. 
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The Close Supervision Program is staffed by a supervisor who co­
ordinates program activities and is responsible for four.Community 
Youth Workers. Each Community Youth Worker nas a caseload of five 
to six youthful offenders. Youthful offenders are referred by their 
Juvenile Court Counselors and are screened to meet the following 
criteria (as defined by the Close Supervision staff) before they 
are accepted to the program. 
1. 	That the youth has a home available~ either the 
natural or a surrogate. 
2. 	That the case is not so notorious as to render the 
. \juvenile unacceptable to the community. 
3.• All parties involved' with the case (Community Youth 
Worker, parents, Court Counselor, and the juvenile) 
agree to maximum participation in the program. 
Sweeney (1974). 
Community Youth Workers are required to make two face to face con­
tacts with each youth. Daily contacts enable the Community Youth 
Worker to provide activities and service for the youth which may 
include hiking, swimming, and employment referral. The Community 
Youth Worker maintains constant liaison with people in the commun­
ity 	who have a significant relationship to both the youth and the 
program. (See Appendix G) 
The staff is responsible to tailor specific rules to insure 
maximum participation by each youth. Such rules included for the 
:, "\', 
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youth are: 1. house custody, 2. no phone calls, 3. no visitors, 
and 4. curfew (See Appendix C). Failure to obey the rules or 
the commital of a new offense, results in the youth being dropped
. 
from the program fmmediately. The program ~llows for a minimum of 
21 days and a maximum of 41 days the youth may receive service from 
the program. 
Of the 133 youths referred by the court to the program during the 
study period (August 1, 1974, through De~ember 31, 1974)35 youths 
have been dropped. 
If the youth obeys the rules, continuation on the program may be 
for the maximum time allocated and at this point is terminated and 
considered a success. 
In an attempt to serve the youth, the following goal and objectives 
were developed by the Close Supervision Program. 
A. 	 To provide a program for supervision and control of youth in 
Multnomah County who would otherwise be placed in The Donald 
E. Long Home. 
B. 	 By implementation of this program, to reduce the number of 
youths held in secure detention pending disposition and tm­
p1ementation of Court plan. 
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ACTIVITIES OF CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAM: 
Two daily contacts with each juvenile~ 
Meeting with Juvenil~ Court Counselors.· 
Heetings with other staff, .parents, school officials, 
employers, and other interested parties. 
Transportation to and from court hearings when necessary. 
Taking juveniles bowling, back packing, and to other 
recreational activities (Sweeney, 1974). 
' .. 
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CHAPTER VI 
FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 
SECTION I 
The evaluation was designed to answer four questions: 
1) Do the serious and status youthful offenders require institution­
alization in Multnomah County? 2) Does the Close Supervision Pro­
gram contribute to the labeling and stigmatization of the youthful 
offender? 3) Did the Close Supervision Program meet its stated ob­
jectives? 4) Is the Close Supervision f,rogram an alternative to . 
secure custody of the youthful offender? This section will address 
the above questions. 
1) Do the serious and status youthful offenders require 
institutionalization in Mu1tnomah County? 
As noted in the literature, institutionalization to prevent and 
control de.1inquency may result in increased problems for the youthful 
offender and may also exacerbate the problem of delinquency. As a 
result of institutionalization, the youthful offender may sen~e a 
loss of pride and self-esteem and may als~ be labeled "delinquent" 
which could result in the youthful offender being perceived differently 
by himself, his peers, and, other members of society. Such varied per­
ceptions about the youthful offender may result in limited employment 
and educational opportunities which, according to Lemert (1972) may 
lead to further delinquent behavior. 
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In more recent years, growing criticism about the operation of 
the Court relative to the use of institutionalization, especially 
for non-serious youthful offenders, and the cost of institutional­
ization has resulted in a number of policy changes on the nati~nal 
and local level. 
On the national level, Congress in 1974, passed the Juvenile 
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act which, in part, stressed the 
critical need for alternatives to institutionalization. 'On the 
local level, after it became more evident that institutionalization 
was damaging to youthful offenders an~ unnecessarily costly to the 
County, local authorities responded to the delinquency problem with 
the closure of some of its detention facilities, and the creation 
of the Close Supervision Program. 
During the period August 1, through December 31, 1974, 133 
youthful offenders were released from institutionalization at the 
Donald E. Long Home, and placed on the Close Supervision Program. 
This figure of 133 youthful offenders represents about 9 perce~t of 
the total number (1426) who were institutionalized at the Donald E. 
Long Home during the same period. Included in this figure (133) 
were 131 youthful offenders who were placed on the Program by their 
counselors, 71 of whom (53 percent) were placed for serious offenses, 
and 60 (45 percent) for status offenses. Two percent of the total 
133 were placed on the Program directly by the Court. There were 
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107 (80 percent) males and 26 (20 percent) females. This total in­
cluded 106 whites (80 percent) 21 blacks (16 percent) and 6 youth (4 
percent) from minorities other than blacks. Nine of these offenders 
(1 percent) ranged between ages 10 - 12, 14 (56 percent) between 
ages 13 - 15, and 50 (31 percent) between 16 - 18•. 
TABLE 1 
NUMBER OF YOUTH ASSIGNED TO THE CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAM 
BY AGE. SEX AND RACE 
. IAGE MALE FEMALE 
BLACK WHITE *OTF..ER TOTAL BLACK WHITE *OTHER TOTAL I 
2 1 210-12 5 1 1 
--
5113-15 6 1 58 1 15 16-
816-18 30 4 42 83 4 1 
TOTAL 16 86 5 107 5 120 26
. 
*Inc1udes minorities other than blacks. 
During the period covered, youthful offenders spent an average of 
1.2 days institutionalized at the Donald E. Long Home before their placement 
on the Close Supervision Program. The average length of stay on the Close 
Supervision Program for those who succeeded was 29 days and for those who 
failed 12 days. 
Of the 133 youths placed on the Program, 98 of them (14percent) were 
listed as successful and 35 (26 percent) were dropped from the Program as 
failures. 
:' ~ ~ 
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The 74 percent rate of success was assessed to determine which 
type of yout~ did better on the Program. The following Tables will 
present the data on the variables age, sex, race, type of referral . 
offense, length of s~ay at' the Donald E. Long Home, number of prev­
ious 	offenses, and types of previous of offenses. 
The variables will be defined as follows: 
1. 	 Age - Youth who were placed by the Juvenile Court b~tween 10 - 12~ 
13 - 15 and 16 - 18. 
2. 	 Sex - male and female. 
3. 	 Race - black, white and other (other includes minorities other 
than black). 
4. 	 Referral offense offense for which the youth was referred to 
the Juvenile Court which was classified as either serious or 
status. 
5. 	 Length of stay at the Donald E. 'Long Home. Days spent in 
detention were classified at. None, 1 - 5, and 6 or more. 
6. 	 Number of previous offenses kaount of offenses prior to 
referral offense which were classified as None, 1 - 5, and 6 or more. 
7. 	 Types of previous offenses - 'types. of offenses prior to referral 
• t •• 
offense '''hich was classified serious, status and both. 
The dependent variable used for this study ~ms outcome ( success or 
failure). Success means the continuation on the Program for the maximum 
time allotted; and failure' means discontinuation on the Program for a 
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violation of the contract or for a new offense. To determine whether 
the relationships between the independent and dependent variables were 
empirically valid or due to chance, the Chi Square at .05 confidence 
level was used. 
TABLE 2 
AGE BY OUTCOME 
CATEGORY PERCENT 10 - 12 PERCENT 13 - 15 PERCENT 16 - 18 

Success 3 4 41 54 30 40 
Failure 3 4 15 20 8 11 
TOTAL 6 8 56 74 38 51 
x2N = 133 = 2.926; df = 2 P(.05 
In Table 2 the relationship between age and outcome is presented. 
Of those youthful offenders who were between ages 13 through 15, 54 
(41 percent) succeeded and 2Q (15 percent)' failed. Of those ages 16 
through 18, 40 (30 percent) succeeded and 11 (8 percent) failed. There 
appears to be a slight relationship between age and success, but not 
approaching statistical significance. 
:',;.L'" 
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TABLE 3 
SEX BY OUTCOME 
CATEGORY PERCENT MALE PERCENT FEMALE 
Success 60 79 14 19 
Failure 21 28 ,5 7 
TOTAL 81 107 19 26 
N = 133 X2 = 0.658; df = 1 p(.OS 
Data on the youthful offender by' sex and outcome is presented in 
Table 3. As can be seen, 79 (60 percent) succeeded and 28 (21 percent) 
failed, whereas, 19 (14 percent) females succeeded and 7 (S'percent) 
failed. From the data given in this Table, there is no association between 
sex and a successful outcome. 
TABLE 4 
RACE BY OUTCOME 
CATEGORY PERCENT WHITE PERCENT BLACK PERCENT OTHER 
Success 5'6 75 14 19 3 4 
Failure 23 31 2 2 2 2 
TOTAL 79 106 16 21 5 6 
'X2N = 133 = 7.007,; " df = 2 P) .05 
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In Table 4, information is presented on the youthful offender by 
race and outcome. Out of 106 whites (80 percent) who were on the prog­
ram, 75 (56 percent) succeeded and 31 (23 percent) failed. There were 
19 blacks (14 percent) who succeeded and 2 (2 percent) who failed. 
Of the others (youths from minorities other than Black), 4 (3 percent) 
succeeded and 2 (2 percent) failed. The figures in the table appear 
to indicate that there was a significant difference between race and 
outcome at thenS percent confidence level. These figures would then 
indicate that there was a greater tendency for Blacks to succeed than 
whites or other minorities once placed on the program. 
\ 
TABLE 5 
REFERRAL OFFENSE BY OUTCOME 
CATEGORY PERCENT SERIOUS ' PERCENT STATUS PERCENT COURT ORDERED 

Success 41 55 32 42 1 1 
Failure 12 16 13 18 1 1 
TOTAL 53 71 45 60 2 2 
N == 133 X 2 = 1.521; df == 2 P <.05 
As indicated in Table 5, information is presented by referral, 
offense and ·outcome. Fifty-five of those (41 percent) pl~ced on the 
'. 
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Program for serious offenses succeeded as compared to 16 (12 percent) 
who failed. Of the 60 placed for status offenses, 42 of' them (32 per­
cent) succeeded and 18 (13 percent) fai1ed.- These figures show that 
there appears to be no significant difference between referral offenses 
and outcome. 
TABLE 6 
LENGTH OF STAY IN DONALD E. LONG HOME BY OUTCOME 
CATEGORY PERCENT NONE PERCENT 1-5 PERCENT 6 OR MORE 

Success 23 30 38 51 12 16 

Failure 9 12 14 19 4 5 

TOTAL 32 42 52 ' 70 16 21 
x2N = 133 = 0.161; df = 2 P ( .05 
As indicated in Table 6, information is presented by length of 
stay in the Donald E. Long Home and outcome prior to placement on the 
Close Supervision Program. As can be seen, 51 of the youthful offenders 
(38 percent) who were successful spent 1 to 5 days in detention. This 
is contrasted to 19 (14 percent) who failed and also spent 1 to 5 days 
in detention. There were also 30 youthful o~fenders who succeeded 
(23 percent) who spent no days in detention and 12 youthful offenders 
:;' .~. 
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(9 percent) who failed that spent no time in detention. From this 
data in the table, there appears to be no significant difference b~tween 
the length of stay in the Donald E. Long Hbme and outcome. 
TABLE 7 
NUMBER OF PREVIOUS OFFENSES BY QUTCO}1E 
CATEGORY PERCENT NONE PERCENT 1-5 PERCENT ' 6 OR MORE 
Success 21 28 42 56 11 ,14 
Failure 4 5 19 26 3 4. 
TOTAL 25 33 61 82 14 18 
N = 133 X2 = 3.506; df = 3 P (.05 
Table 7 shows the variables number of previous offense and outcome. 
Fifty-six of the youthful offenders (42 percent) who succeeded had 1 to 
5 previous offenses whereas 26 youthful offenders (19 pe~cent) who 
failed also had 1 to 5 previous offenses. Another 28 youthful 
offenders (21 percent) that succeeded had no previous offenses and 
5 youthful offenders (4 percent) who failed and Who also had no previous 
offenses. 
There appears to be no significant difference between number of 
previous offenses and outcome. 
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TABLE 8 

TYPES OF PREVIOUS OFFENSES BY OUTCOME 

CATEGORY PERCENT NONE PERCENT SERIOUS· PERCENT STATUS PERCENT BOTH 

Success 21 28 19 25 11 15 21' 28 
Failure 4 5 '8 10 6 8 10 14 
TOTAL 25 33 27 35 17 23 . 31 42 
2
N = 133 X = 3.838; df = 3 P <.05 
Table 8 presents information on types of previous offenses by 
outcome. Twenty-eight {2l percent) of those who were successful on 
the program did not have any previous offenses. Of. the other successes, 
25 (19 percent) were for serious offenses, 15 (11 percent) were for 
status offenses. Among the failures, 5 (4 percent) did not have any 
previous offenses, while 10 (8 percent) had been placed for serious 
offenses. Tests show that there appears to be no significant difference 
between types of previous offenses and outcome. 
Except in the case of race and outcome where there was a significant 
relationship, there appears to be no statistical relationship of out­
come to any of the other variables. ' 
From this assessment, the authors believe that· those youth placed 
on the program may have been influenced to succeed or fail as a result 
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of other variables which were not tested in this study. Such variables 
could include family conditions, ecological reasons, personal desire 
to conform to the rules of the program, and other possible unknown 
reasons. 
An analysis of the data presented in the above tables reveals 
that both serious and status offenders tended to succeed on the Close 
Supervision Program. Inference from the statistics would indicate 
that the majority of youthful offenders in Multnomah County could 
benefit from alternative programs (for .example, the program herein 
mentioned) and do not necessarily require institutionalization. 
A continuation of the evaluation will now examine the following 
question: 
2. 	 Does the Close Supervision Program contribute to the 
labeling and stigmatization of the youthful offender? 
As noted in the literature, (Tannebaum 1938, Lemert 1972, and Schur 
1973), the labeling and stigma which occurs when youth are processed 
by the juvenile court may damage the youth's perception of himself and 
cause him to "act" in accordance with the label "delinquent. 1I This 
may also set him apart for special services by the court and could 
lead to further involvement in the justic·e system. 
-The juvenile court, by its very nature as an institution which 
diSPenses justice for law violations, is .1ikely to invoke certain 
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images of individuals who have come into contact with the 'court. On 
the other hand, the Close Supervision Program due to it~ close affiliation 
with the juvenile court-, and as a result of-its contractual agreement 
contribute, somehow, to the problem of stigma and labeling-in the 
following ways~ 
1) Through its acceptan~e of youth only from the said juvenile 
court. These youth may have already been processed, assigned a file 
and case number, Court Counselor, and possibly made a ward of the 
Court. 
2) Through its contractual agreements which require staff to 
make two face to face contacts with ea~h youth daily. These contacts 
may possibly be made at home, school, place of e~ployment, or among 
pee~s. 
3) Through the use of specially tailored rules which the staff 
is empowered to make. These rules include house custody, no phone 
calls, and restrictions from seeing certain friends. 
To further evaluate the Close Supervision Program, the authors 
will address the question: 
3. Did the Close Supervision Program meet its stated objectives? 
The two objectives that appear in the Program's contract are as 
follows: 
"1. 	 To provide a program for supervisio~ and control of youth in 
Mu1tnomah County who would otherwise be placed in the 
-, 
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Donald E. Long Home." 
"2. 	 By implementat10~ of this program, to reduce the number of' 
youths hel~ in secure detention pending disposition and 
implementation of Court plan." (elose Supervision Program, 
1974. ) ~ __ 
To determine whether, the Program met its stated objectives, the ­
following criteria were arbitrarily decided on by the authors, since 
the Program's objectives were not "measurable" and "time bounded" 
(Multnomah County Program Objective Productivity System, 1974 ). 
1. 	 "That the Close Supervision Program serves the number of 
youth it was contracted to serve. 
2. 	 That the Close Supervision Program diverts more than ,SO 
percent of the youthful offenders from committing a new 
offense or violating the Close Supervision contract. 
3. 	 That the Close Supervision Program operates at a cost less 
than the current cost of the juvenile detention home'and 
maintains an effectiveness rate above 80 percent. 
,With the use of the above criteria, an analysis of the Program's 
objectives will be presented~ 
Objective 	1: To provide a program for supervision and' c~ntrol 
of youth in Multnomah County who would otherwise 
b~ placed in the Donald E. Long Home. 
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Outcome: The contractual agreements between Multnomah County 
Department of Residential Services and Portland 
Metropolitan Steering Committee - EOA, (Inc.), uhowed 
that the Close Supervision Program was budgeted to pro­
vide service to 30 ','clients" per day (see Appendix H)_ 
From the analysis, it was found that the Program 
served about 26 "clients" per day during the study 
period. The difference may be attributed to the 
fact that during the first month of operation, only 
15 tlclients" were plac~d on the progra.tl\,­
However, in subsequent months the Program averaged 
about 30 youth per month, which indicates that the 
Program did meet the objectives_ 
TABLE 9 

POPULATION COMPARISON 

DONALD E. LONG HO}m AND CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAM 

TOTAL MONTH CLOSE CLOSE CLOSE 
POPULATION AT SUPERVISION SUPERVISION SUPERVISION 
}!ONTH DONALD E. LONG PROGRA1-{ PROGRA'1 CASES PROGRAM CASES 
HOME ADMISSIONS CLOSED DROPPED 
August 249 15 1 1 
September 316 22 8 7 
October 347 30 23 5 
November 261 36 21 11 
December . 253 30 23 11 
TOTAL 1,426 133 76 35 
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Objective 2: By implementation of this program to reduce the 
number of youths held in secure detention pending 
ftisposition and implementation of court plan. 
Outcome: With the creation of 'the Close Supervision Program 
in August 1974, 133 (9 percent) of those youthful 
offenders, who were held in secure custody at the' 
Donald E. Long Home, were released to' the Program 
during August through December 1974. As a result. 
of the services and ,activities provided, the Program 
diverted 98 youth (74 percent) of those placed on 
the program. 
Based on the Close Supervision Program's budget, the estimated 
total program cost for salaries during the study period was $17,650.00 
for the Close Supervision staff. Other estimated costs were: $7.50 
per day to serve the youth on the Program; $145,000.00 cove~1ng 
the total program cost for salaries during the study period for 
Juvenile Court workers in residential services; and $26.00 per 
child-care day' to serve the youth at the Donald E. Long Home • 
.. 
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TABLE 10 
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES 
OF 
DONALD_ E. LONG HOME AND CLOSE SUPERVISION 
AUGUST 1 - DECEMBER 31, 1974 
DONALD. E. LONG HOME CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAM 
Number 
of 19 5 
Staff 
Amount 
.of $145,000.00 ~17 ,650.00 
Salaries 
Number 
of --­
Youths 1,426 133 
Cost 
Benefit $26.00 per day cost $ 7.50 per day 
cost 
The figures reveal that the Close Supervision Program operated at 
a cost less than that at the Donald E. Long Home. 
Though the Program operated at a cost far below the rate o~ the 
detention home, its failure to meet the 80 percent rate of success 
as set forth in the criteria, may be due to such factors as poor 
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screening, and attitudes of the youth placed on the program. 
4. 	 Is the Close Supervision Program an alternative to secure 
custody for youthful offenders? 
As noted in the contractual agreements between Hultnomah County 
Department of Residenti~l Services and the Portland Hetropolitan 
Steering.Committee, EOA, (Inc~), the Close Supervis~on.Program was 
designed as "an alternative to secure detention for juveniles" 
(See Appendix G) •. 
Throughout the pe~iod under review, a total of 133 youthful 
offenders (9 percent) wer~ released from ~he total population of 
1426, who were institutionalized at the Donald.E. Long Home. Of 
these 133 youth who were placed on the Close SuperVision Program, 
98 (74 percent) succeeded. 
Some of the Court Counselors,like the Close Supervision staff 
in response to the above question, indicated that they regarded the 
program as an alternative to secure custody. 
That the Close Supervision Program operated in accordance with 
its contractual agreements; that .the majority of the youth placed 
on the program'succeeded; that respondents to the questionnaires 
viewed the program as an alternative to 'secure custody; all tend 
to. suggest that the program can be considered as an alternative 
to detention~ 
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SEerION II 
This, section of the evaluation will focus on the views of the 
staff regarding the Close Supervision Program. As part of the eval­
uation, ~o open-ended questionnaires (see Forms A and B in the 
'appendix) were administered by. the authors to' 27 Juvenile Court 
Counselors some of whom work in neighborhood based agencies, and 4 
s~aff members of the Close Supervision Pr()gram. The purpose for> 
administering the questionnaires was to assess the respondents' views 
regarding the operation of the progr81D. The use of open-ended ques­
tionnaires was designed to allow ~or flexibility in responses to the 
questions. 
.J 
Most of the court coun~elors (71 percent) were 'white males who 
on an average waS about 35 years of age. Of those responding, 37 
percent had a ~ter's degree and 33 percent a bachelor's degree in 
one of the Social Sciences. They also had averaged about 11 years 
experience in the Juvenile Justice System (see appendix A). 
The typical member of the Close Supervision Program is likely,-to 
be a white male, under 35 years of age, who had worked on an average 
of 4 years in the Juvenile Justice System. The individual vas liKely 
to have attended college., and Plaj ored ~n one of the Social Sciences 
(8e~ appendix A). 
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The Need For The Program 
Responses in the tables below will present information on the two 
questions which were designed to assess the counselors and staff's 
views regarding the need for the Close Supervision Program. 
In' response to the question regarding the objectives of the program, 
19 counselors (59 percent) and ,4 staff members (50 percent) indicated 
that they saw the objectives designed to provide supervision. Another 
13 counselors (41 percent) and 2 staff members (25 percent) noted that 
the objectives were designed to serve as an alternative to detention 
and to insure no new law violati9Qs respectively_ 
\.TABLE· 10 
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM 
Juvenile Court Counselors 
Response' . Frequene1*: Percent 
To provide supervision 19 59 
To serve as an alternative 13 41" 
N • 32 
TABLE 11 
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM 

Close Supervision Staff 

Response Frequency Percent 
To provide 8upervision , 4 50 

To insure no new law violations 2 25 

To insure youth will be available 

for court bearing ,2 25 
N • 8 
.!' . 
l' ~', 
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As previously noted in the literature, studies have shown the 
need to Change from the current method of institutionalizing ~outhfu1 
offenders to some oth~r alte~at1ve. In response to this need, the 
Close Supervision Program is designed to be an alternative to insti­
tutionalization in Hu1tnomah County. In answer to the question regard­
ing the need for the Close Supervision Program, 9 counselors (3i percent) 
and 3 staff members (50 percent) gave differe~t reasons about the need 
for the Program. Whereas the ·counse1or, felt that the Program was 
needed because of reduced detention facilities; the staff,·on the other 
hand~ held the opinion that the Pr9gram~as needed as an alternative 
to detention~ Another·S counselors (17 percent) and I staff member 
(l7·percent) believed that the Program was needed since it sets up a 
structure for the youth, an~ since there were large case loads at the 
juvenile court. Another response given by 3 percent of the said coun­
se10rs stated that the Program takes difficult mino~s. 
TABLE :12 
NEED FOR THE CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAM 
Juvenile Court Counselors 
Resl!onse . FrequencI .Percent 
Reduced detention facilities 9 31 
Sets up a structure for the youth 5 17 
Reinforces counseling effort 2 7 
Question the need 2 7 
No need 2 7 
No response 2 7 
When Juvenile Detention Home 1s 
"not necessary 4 14 
Other 3 10 
N • 29 
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TABLE -13 
NEED FOR 	THE CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAM 
Close Supervision Staff 
Response 	 'requenc;y Percent 
Alternative to detention 	 3 so 
Too large a case load 	 1 17 
No response 	 2 33 
N • 6· 
The Use Of The Program 
To get an idea of the use of the program, the respondents were 
asked severa.l questions. To the question about the nUJli)er of yout.h 
they had placed on the program, 27 of the counselors stated that they 
had referred from about 1 to 20 youth to the program. 
TABLE 19 
NUMBER PLACED.ON CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAK 
. Juvenile Court Counselors 
Response Number 
Between 1 and 3 13 
Between 4 and 6 4 
Between 7 and 10 3 
Between 11 and 20 2 
Unknown amount· S 
N • 27 
The above Table shows that the program was used by the Juvenile 
Court Counselors, although the degree of use varied from counselor 
to counselor. 
Ta~le 15 presents the responses from counselors concerning the 
eligibility requirements. Those 15 counselors (56 percent) who re­
.: "­
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sponded positively listed such comments as: okay, fine, flexible, and 
.... 
good. Seven counselors responded negatively and listed:. time period 
(3 weeks) is too short, too broad - prog~am~ccepts all kinds of re­
ferrals, and youth should not be held in detention to be eligible 
for the program. 
TABLE 15 
COMMENTS RE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
Juvenile Court Counselors 
Res[!onse Freguency Percent 
Positive comments 15 56 
Negative comments 7 2S 
No response S ,19 
\ 
N • 27 
A review of the positive comments concerning the eligibility 
requirements tends to suggest' that the majority of the counselors were 
satisfied with the criteria for placement of youth on the program. 
In anSwer to the question regarding the types of youth that should 
be placed on the program, 25 counselors (76 percent) indicated that 
the youth should be one'who can be maintained in the community. Their 
answer 1s in accord with the two responses from the program's staff 
(50 percent) who noted that the program is designed for both status 
and serious offenders. Other responses from the counselors showed that 
3 of them (9 percent) felt that the youth should not be a runner, 
whereas t a Close Supervision staff member (is percent) noted that the 
program is designed for all types of referrals. 
~ 
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TABLE 16 
TYPE OF YOUTHFUL OFFENDER FOR CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAM. 
Juvenile Court Counselors . 
Response Frequency Percent 
One who can be maintained in the 
community 25 16 
One who is not a runner 3 9 
Must have cooperation of parents 1 3 
Status cases . . 1 3 
Youth in school program. 1 3 
Depends on availabillty room in 
detention . 1· 3 
No response 1 3 
N - 3:t,.. 
TABLE 17 
. \ 
TYPE OF YOUTHFUL OFFENDER FOR CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAK 
.Close Supervision Staff 
Response Frequencr Percent 
Both status and serious 2 SO 
All referrals 1 2S 
Status 1 2S. 
N - 4 
The responses to this question would tend to suggest why 80 many 
different types of offenders, with offenses r4Dging from curfew viola­
tiona to homicide, were placed on the program (see appendix B). 
Another question on the questionnaire for counselors asked what 
criteria they used to select youth for the Close Supervision Program. 
As can be seen from the appendix (p_ 90), criteria for placement on 
the p~ogram ~ere: 1) he or she has a home available, either' the natural 
one or a surrogate; 2) the case is. not 80 notorious as to render the 
~~?~ ~, ~ 
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juvenile unacceptable to the parties involves with the case (parents, 
Juvenile Court Counselor, community youth worker assigned); and 3) 
that the juvenile ~grees to maximum participation in the program. 
As the following table indicates, the counselors used a variety 
of criteria in their decision to place a youth on the Close Supervi­
sion Program. Criteria listed by 11 respondents (28 percent) showed 
that counselors based their decision on ·whether the youth was a risk. 
Another 5 counselors (13 percent) mentioned that they based their 
decision on whether the parents agreed to participate or not. 
TABLE 18 
COUN$ELOR CRITERIA FOR PROGRAM USE 
Juvenile ~ourt Counselors 
Response Frequency Percent 
Youth who is not a risk 11 28 
If parents agree to program -' . 5 . 13 
Youth's past history of runaways j 8 
Where controls in the home are not 
adequate 3 8 
Admitted to detention 3 ·S· 
Other ·3 s· 
Cases decided at preliminary ~ 2'" 5. 
Usual pressure from supervision 2 . '5 
Attitude toward the eourt 2 ··5' 
Number of current detention population 2 5 
Almost all status.offenses 1 :4 
~es not feel the program is appli~ahle 1 3 
Close to weekend 1 3 
If youth can.be placed in foster care 1 3 
t '* \ • ~ •~ 
N - 40 ... 
'From the above. it is evident that a variety of criteria, some of 
which is very subjective, infl~enced the.counse1oZ8 decision to place 
youth on the Clos~ Supervision Prog·tam. 
?/ 
• , ~ J 
One of the questions asked of' the counselors was, what would happen 
;J f' 
,., 
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to a youth who meets the elegibility requirements but does not want 
to participate on the Close Supervision,Program? The 18 respondents 
(58 percent) indicated that the yo~th ~ould be held in detention., 
This response is contrasted by 3 persons (10 percent) who indicated 
that the youth might be released. Other respondents noted that the 
case would be referred to the judge or referee (6 percent), that the 
youth usually ~ant to participate to get out of detention (3 percent), 
and that non-participation would mean the youth did not meet the 
eligibility requirements (3 percent). 
TABLE If 
ELIGIBLE YOUTH WHO DO NOT WANT TO PARTICIPATE 
Juvenile Court Counselors 

Response Frequency Percent 

Would be held in detention 18 58 

Do 	not know - no' alternative around 2 6 
Might be released 	 ',3 10 I 
Some placed away fr9m home 	 2 6 . I 
Judge or referee wou~d decide 	 2 6 
Depends on youth 	 1 3 
Want to participate to get out of 
detention 	 1 3 
Non-participation would not meet 
requirement 	 1 3 
No 	 response 1 3 
N -	 31 
The fact that detention was the only alternative available to youth 
causedthe authors to express the following concerns: 
1. 	 The need for other programs in lieu of detention. 
2. 	 The need for deinstitutionalization of status offenders (45 

percent of the total placed on Close Supervision Program 
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during the study period were status offenders (Figure 1, p.34). 
3. 	 Why deten~ion, since, as noted in the literature, detention 
may be destructive and could possiQle lead to further invol­
ment in the justice system? 
Of those couns,elors responding to the question regarding the coun­
selors' role, 21 of them (82 percent) felt that their role was to 
provide ongoing counseling. Four of the counselors (12 percent) in­
dieated that they did not become involve with the youth who were placed 
on the program. 
TABLE 20 
COUNSELORS I ROLE TO YOUTH· ON CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAM 
Juvenile Court "Counselors 
Response Fregueney Percent 
To provide ongoing counseling 27. 82 
Little participation 4 12 
No response 1 3 
Other 1 3 
N • 	 32 
Since many of the respondents indicated that they still provided 
ongoing counseling to the youth placed on the program, the authors 
query: 
1. 	 Does the Close Supervision staff provide information to the 
counselors which is then utilized in planning for the youth 
more effectively? 
2. 	 Does little participation mean that the respondents who do 
not.provide counseling better serve the remainder of their 
caseload? 
~. ; 
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As regarding the services and activities. provided, 2 respondents 
(30 percent) answered the question by stating that supervision is one 
. of the basic services provided by the program. Other respondents 
mentioned that they provided job referrals, 1!ducational opportunities, 
and assistance with problems in the home. 
TABLE 21 
SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES PROVIDED 
Close Supervision Staff 
Response Frequency Percent 
Supervision 3 30 
Job referrals 2. 20 
Re-entry into acho'ol system 2 '20 
Help solve home problems 2 20· 
No activities 1 10 
N ~ 10 
To the question,. in what ways were you most helpful to the juve­
niles on the Close Superv1sion~ 4 of the responses (50 percent) showe~ 
that the staff felt that they were most helpful to the youth through 
the use of daily contaets. Two other resp~sea (25 percent) from the 
staff indicated that they were helpful by setting an example which the 
youth could follow. Two other answers varied• 
. TABLE 22 

WAYS MOST HELPFUL TO THE YOUTH' 

Close Supervision. Staff 
Response Frequency Percent 
Consistency through daily contacts 4 50 
Setting an example 2 2.5 
Stablizing their home environment 1 .13 
Re-entry into school system 1 13 
N • 8 
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There was unanimous agreement found in the answer to the question 
regarding the outcome of youth who do not want to participate in the 
Close Supervision Program as all of the staff (100 percent) stated that 
the youth would be returned to detention.. 
TABLE 23 
OUTCOME OF YOUTH WHO DO NOT WANT TO PARTICIPATE 
Close Supervision Staff 
Response Frequency Percent 
Return to detention 4 100 . 
N'· 4 
The respondents again affirm that there are only two Choices 
available - detention or the Close Supervision Program. The responses 
further suggest to the authors the need for alternative programs. 
As indicated' in the table below, 24 of the responding counselors 
(50 percent) expected the Close Supervision staff t'o monitor the 
youth's behavior. Another 15 (31 percent) expected the staff to 
communicate with them about the youth's behavior as compared with'S 
(10 percent) who expected the staff to provide support and super­
vision. 
. TABLE 24 
EXPECTATIONS OF THE CLOSE SUPERVISION STAFF 
Juvenile Court Counselors 
Response Frequency Percent 
J ...... 
To monitor youth's behavior 14 SO 
To cOlQiBunicate with counselor on youth' s :, .....:. - '. , f,·-, 
behavior . 15 31 
To provide support and supervision, 5 10 
No answer 2 4. 
Other 
N· 48 ""." 
2 4 
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The counselors were also asked about the~r expectations of the 
youth placed on the program. Out of the total of 33, 27 of them 
(79 percent) indicated th~t they expected the, youth to follow and obey 
'the contract. Responses from 4 (10 percent). showed that they expected 
the youth to act more responsibly. 
TABLE 2S 
EXPECTATIONS OF YOUTH PlACED ON THE PROGRAM 
Juvenile Court Counselors ' 
Response Freguency Percent 
Follow and obey contract 26 79 
Act more responsibly' 4 10 
Other 2 4 
No answer 1 3 
N'· 33 
Since the majority of the counselors expected-the youth who were 
placed on the program to follow and obey the contract (to succeed) the 
authors were led to ask: 1) Does the counselors' high expectations of 
success in any way jeopardize those youth who £ai11 2) Does suCh a 
high expectation of success obscure the counselors' view of the 'ex­
tensive use of house custody (one of the specially tailored rules) by 
the Close Supervision staff! 
The respondents Were also asked about the rules and restrictions 
. , 
of the Close Supervision ;~Program. As indicated in Table 26 ~ 18' (66 
percent) counselors responded positively, 8 (30 percent) responded 
negatively and 1 (4 percent) made no response. 
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TABLE 26. 
COMMENTS REGARDING RULES AND RESTRICTIONS 

Juvenile Court Counselors 

Response Erequency Percent 

Positive comments 18 66 

Negative comments 8 30 

No response 1 4 

N • 27 
Those 18 respondents who made positive comments listed: good ­
seems to set effective, realistic limits; okay; acceptable; seems 
fair and necessary to justify release back to the community. The 8 
counselors who made negative comments mentioned: not flexible enough; 
some ehildren cannot handle strict rules; kids do not keep m.d obey 
them; and there is infrequent follow through ~ith appropriate con- . 
sequ~nce8. 
The Effects. Of The Program 
.. 
As indicated in the Tables, 16 counselors (52 percent) and 2 me~ 
bers of the Close Supervision Staff (29 percen~) expressed that daily 
contacts helped the youth to avoid further law violations. However, 
3 staff members (43 percent) did mention that. in their opinion, set­
ting rules was primarily helpful to th~ youth. Another 7 counselors 
(23 percent) noted the staff's e~forts to find positive activities .as' 
being helpful to the youth. 
'4 .,..~ 
····;~!t ',' 
./ 
'. 
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TABLE 27 
AVOIDANCE OF FUItrHER LAW VIOLATIONS WHILE ON CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAM 
Juvenile Court Counselors 
Response Frequency Percent 
Daily contacts 16 52 
Helps youth to find positive, 
activities 7 23 
Do not know 5, 16 
Other 3 10 
N - 31 
.... 
'''"J " 
I' 
'" 
• ~ TABLE 28 
AVOIDANCE OF FURTHER LAW VIOLATIONS WHILE ON CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAM 
Close Supervision ,Staff 
Response Frequency Percent 
Setting up rules for youth 3 43 
Daily contacts' 2 29 
Provide a model 1 14 
Cannot prevent new crimes 1 14 
N • 7 
A review of the youth who have completed the program successfully 
tends to support the view that daily contacts were helpful. However, 
the autbor~ question whether there is a parallel between daily contacts 
and SCbwitzgebel's theory, as presented by Schur (1973), on the use of 
various electronic devices for the continual monitoring of the geo­
graphic location of parolees. 
According to 12 counselors (32 percent), the youth's impulsive be­
havior was primarily responsible ~or the outcome of placement on the 
program. Another 9 counselors (24 percent)' noted that the motivation 
of the youth was also responsible for the outcome on the p~gram. 
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TABLB 29 
WHY SOME YOUtH SUCCEEDED AND arRERS PAILED 
Juvenile Court Counselors 
Response Prequency Percent 
Some cannot control impulsive behavior 
Motivation of youth 
12 
9 
32 
24 . 
Pamily situation 4 11 
Inappropriate placement 6 16 
No relationship to the pro'gram 3 8 
Other 2 5 
No answer 1 3 
N • 37 
The responses to this question tend to suggest that the individual 
was primarily responsible for his own behavior, which could result ill 
success or failure on the program. 
As Table 30 and 31 indicate;, the majority of the respondents, 25 
counselors (69 percent) and 4 staff members (100 percent) made positive 
comments about the changes in the delivery of services occurring at 
the Donald' E. Long Home. Such comments included: fewer children being 
held in detention, provides for additional counseling services, and 
provides a more individual program for each youth. The 11 ~ounselors 
(31 percent) who spoke negatively of the changes stated that the use 
of the program has made the delivery of services more di"fficult and 
slower; has contributed to' the weakening of a system; and has not 
helped the delivery of the services. 
::I,t, 
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.TI\BL~ 30 
CHANGES IN SERVICES AT THE DONALD E. LONG HOME 

Juvenile Court Counselors 

Response Frequency Percent 
Positive comments 25 69 
Negative comments 11 31 
N • 36 
TABLE 31 
CHANGES IN SERVICES AT THE DONALD E. LONG HOKE 
Close Supervision Staff 
Response Frequency Percent 
Positive comments 4 100 
N· 4 \ 
\> "t 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS 
With the continued increase of delinquent behavior on both the 
national and local level it is evident that alternative programs are 
needed to supplement or replace some of tHose currently in operation 
by the Court. It is also very apparent that many of the current 
programs exacerbate the problem of delinquency and at times create 
additional problems for the youth. 
That alternative programs in lieu of institutionalization can 
operate successfully is evident by the study just compieted. What 
the study also reveals is th~t 
1) There are limited alternatives for youth who do nO.t require 
institutionalization. 
2) Alternative programs can operate at cost less than that for 
institutional care, and still be successful. 
3) Such programs can contribute to labeling and stigma as long 
as they are dependent upon the court for referrals. 
Lll1ITATION OF THE STUDY 
To make a more accurate evaluation of the Program,·the authors 
would have needed to interview the youths who were placed ?n the 
Program. For this reason, the study was limited because of a lack 
of views from the youth. 
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The evaluation may also have been limited because many of the 
juvenile court files were not completed. As a result, pertinent 
information regarding the youth's 'family could not be secured. In 
the authors' opinion, information on the youth's home was needed, 
since the criteria for placement on the Close Supervision Program 
stipulated that the youth have a home or surrogate home available. 
Other limitations, which may have affected the findings of' 
the study included: 
1) The evaluation was made on the Program's first five months 
of operation. 
2) There was no control group for a comparative study. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Although the Close Supervision Program operated with a great deal of 
success during the first five months of operation, the authors make the 
following recommendations to further enhance the program's operations. 
1. 	That the program be continued as an alternative to institutional care. 
2. 	That the program coordinator seek to enlarge the program for the 
purpose of serving more youths. 
3. 	That the objectives of the program be set forth in quantifiable and 
measureable terms. 
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APPENDIX A 
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA ON COURT COUNSELORS AND CLOSE SUPERVISION STAFF 
COURT COUNSEl[lORS 
CATEGORY NUMBER PERCENT 
~ 
21 - 25 0 
26 - 30 5 
31 - 35 7 
36 - 40 3 
41 - 45 6 
46 - 50 2 
51 - 55 1 
0 
20 
30 
13 
25 
8 
4 
Race 
Black 
White 
Other 
2 
22 
0 
8 
92 
0 
Sex 
Male 
Female 
.. 
18 
6 
15 
25 
Total Year 

Working 

With Youth 

1 
- 5 3 
6 - 10 18 
11 . - 15 6 
516 - 21 
Level of 

Education 

Some college 0 
13 
42 
25 
20 
CLOSE SUPERVISION STAFF 
. 
NUMBER PERCENT 
1 25 
2 50 
1 25 
0 
0 
0 
0 
J 
1 25 
3 75 
0 \ 
3 15 
1 25 
3 1S 
1 25 
0 0 
0 0 
1 2S0 

14Bach~lo'r 58 1 25 
Master 10 42 2 50 

Majors 

Sociology 
 10 42 1 25 

Social Work 
 2 8 0 0 

Counseling 
 2 8 Q0 
Psychology 6 25 2 SO 

Law Enforcement 
 1 4 0 0 

Libex-a1 Arts 
 3 13 1 '--- __2~__ ~__ 
1., 
~, \ 
I 
I 
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APPENDIX 'B 
NUMBER OF YOUTH ASSIGNED TO CLOSE SUPERVISION, PROGRAM BY ADMITTING 
OFFENSE 
OFFENSE NUMBER PERCENT 

Unauthorized use of vehicle 
Burglary 1st degree 
Criminal trespassing - dwelling' 
Loitering - school 
Robbery 2nd-3rd degree 
Robbery 1st degree 
Theft 2nd degree, shoplift only 
Theft 1st and 2nd degree 
Theft by receiving and concealment 
Forgery 
Rape, forcible 
Prostitution ' 
Assault 2nd degree 
Homicide 
Arson 
Criminal activity/use of drugs - marijuana 
Criminal activity/use of drugs - other 
Runaway 
Beyond parental control 
Curfew 
Court Order 
11 

23, 

1 

1 

1 
4 
5 
8 
2 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
.4 
23 
36 
1 
3 
8 
17 
1 
1 
1 
3 
4 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 
17 
27 
1 
2 
TOTAL 133 ,100 
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APPENDIX C 
DROPPED CASES ON CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAM BY AGE, 
ADMITTING OFFENSE AND NEW OFFENSE 
AGE ADMITTING OFFENSE NEW OFFENSE 

16 I Unauthorized use of vehicle Passin~er in stolen car, curfew 
17 I Burglary 1st degree Violated Close Supervision Rules 
17 I Burlary 1st degree Runaway 
15 I Burglary 1st degree Runaway­
14 I Beyond parental control Violated Close Supervision Rules 
13 I Theft 2nd degree, shoplift only Violated Close Supervision Rules 
16 I Runaway Violated Close Supervision Rules 
13 J Beyond parental control Fight with guardian 
16 I Runaway Runaway 
14 I Runaway Runaway 
15 I Burglary 1st degree Violated house custody, curfew 
12 I Theft 1st and 2nd degree Curfew 
14 1 Burglary 1st degree Auto theft 
16 I Theft 2nd degree, shoplift only Curfew 
14 I Runaway Pool hall, custody 
13 I Runaway Runaway 
14 I Beyond parental control Runaway 
15 I Unauthorized use of .vehicle Runaway 
12 I Beyond parental control Runaway 
15 I Burglary 1st degrea Violated Close Supervision Rules 
16 I Beyond parental ~ontrol Runaway 
2 
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AGE ADMITTING OFFENSE NE\~ OFFENSE 
15 I Beyond parental control Runaway
. 
16 I Beyond parental control Minor in possession of alcohol 
14 I Beyond parental control Runaway 
16 I Runaway Runaway 
15 I Unauthorized use of vehicle Runaway 
16 I Unauthorized use of motor vehicle Violated Close Supervision Ru1ea 
16 I Court ordered Burglary 2nd degree 
15 I Beyond parental control Theft II 
15 
,12 
Beyond parental control 
Beyond parental control 
Runaway 
Runaway 
13 Beyond parental control Didn't attend school 
15 Criminal activity/use drugs-other Criminal activity in drugs 
15 Burglary 1st degree Violated Close Supervision Rules 
15 Unauthorized use of vehicle Curfew 
"Ii 
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APPENDIX D 
MULTNOMAH COUNTY, OREGON, JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM 
Law Violation 
t
IPoint of Intervention r 
Juvenile Detention Intake Screening Processl.· 
Detention 
Juvenile Detention Home 
Preliminary Hearing 
~J,~ 
1---Ir.---­____-,•.q . Stay in Detention 
Informal Release 
to Community Court Hearing 
(­
ram 
~I I . I~eleased to community: Probation1 : .V' -I • 
CourtConlInitment I" 
.. 
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APPENDIX E 
MULTNOMAH COUNTY, OREGON) -.JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM 
DETAILS OF THE CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAM COMPONENT 
1 Juvenile I 
" . Detention 
~ 
Preliminary Hearing .1 
1 
Close Supervision Program 
1 
Placed in Home Situation 
(Max. 30 days) 
~ 
If Co~tract Vio­
lated or New-Law 
Violation 
Hearing 
Informal 
Probation 
Release to 
Juvenile Court Hearing 
Court Disuosition 
1 

Training School 
Ward of Court 
Formal Probation 
in C.ommunity 
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APPENDIX F 

CATEGORY PERCENTNUMBERDEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
. 
, 0 - .-Days in.detention 42 32 
before Close Super­ 1-5 70 52 
vision 6 or more 21 16 
" 
.. 
6 
Supervision 
Days on Close 81-5. 
156-10 11 
11-41 96 72 
42 & over 1114 
Referral Offense Status 60 45 
Serious 71 53 
Court Ordered 2 2 
Previous Offense 101,Yes 76 
No 32\ 24 
Type of Previous Status 23 17 

Offense 
 Serious 35 27 
.. 
 "
Both 42 31 
None 33' 25 
,Service Completed Yes 98 74 
No 35 26 
Reason Dropped New Crime .26 74 
Close Supervision 
Violation 8 23 
New Crime/Close Super­
vision Violation 1 3 
Court Attendance Yes 69 52 
No 64 48~ 
Demographic data on youths assigned to the Close Supervision Program • 
• t, \ 
APPBNDIX G 
DI.I:"'I.1.1 t:n...C>::n:1.aLh C fO-a..:n..t y O:regc:>:n... 

INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: New Program: Close SupervisionTO: Co-Workers and Friends 
C. D. Crawford, Director DATE: 4/19/74FROM: Residential Services 
Close Supervision is a new program in the Depar~ent of Residential Services. 
Six staff members have been appointed to initiate a program of supervision in 
the home and community of children who would oth~rwise be in custody at the 
Donald E. Long Home. This is a new alternative to secure custody for children 
who need more supervision than the family is able to provide while awaiting 
a Court disposition on delinquency charges. 
The six Community Youth Workers will be assigned up to five young people from 
the Detention Home. These children will be released to their home with the 
understanding that they will not become involved in further delinquency while 
awaiting Court action and will be available for Court appearance if required. 
This usually w~ll pe a period of less than three weeks. Supervision will 
involve at least two face-to-face contacts each day with the child and 
contacts with the school, employers, ministers, and other people significant 
to the child. This program has been patterned after a similar successful 
program of Home Detention in St. Louis, Missouri. 
Attached to this memorandum is an outline of the program and a description 
of the job expectations for Community Youth Workers. Also included is a 
copy of the Child-Parent Agreement. Gary Long has been chosen to coordinate 
this new program and can be reached to discuss it or answer questions at 
248-3481 or 248-3489. 
CDC:kk 
.:> ~ ~ 
If reply requested -- submit in duplicate. 
:rm PD-S 
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ATTACHMENT B 
MULTNOMAH COUNTY 
CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAM 
DEPARTMENT OF RESIDENTIAL SERVICES 
JOB EXPECTATIONS 
COMMUNITY YOUTH WORKER 
GENERAL 
The Community Youth Worker is under.direct supervision of the Close Supervision 
Coordinator of the Department of Residential Services. 
The primary purpose, the Community Youth Worker is to provide supervision for 
children released from the Juvenile Detention Home to their own homes or 
surrogate homes, who otherwise would need secure custody. 
The CYW must be able to develop a close relationship with children and provide 
consistent supervision for the delinquent child. The duties are varied and 
demanding, involving close attention to all aspects of "child care" and protection. 
The CYW must be able to disconcern himself with the child's offense in the car~ 
of the child, although he may be aware of the offense. He is not a Juvenile 
Court Counselor or Case-aide. 
DUTIES (General) 
Administratively, Community Youth Workers will work in teams of two each. This 
would enable workers to assume responsibility when one is unavailable or absent 
for reasons of illness, etc. Community Youth Workers will not be limited to 
areas of specific geographical boundaries for reasons of program f~exibility •. 
The Community Youth Worker will be required to keep in close daily touch with 
the child and his parent, school and any others who are significant in the 
child's life. The Youth Worker would encourage any of these to call him freely 
and quickly in case of any problems that may be prevented from escalating. He 
shall visit the home and school on a nearly daily basis and keep the Juvenile 
Court Counselor informed about the child's progress. 
In addition to contacts related to emergency matters, the Community Youth Worker 
will arrange activities of various kinds, i.e., attending community programs of 
various kinds, bowling, movies, better recreational activities no matter how 
unconventional as long as it seems useful in stab;lizing the child. 
DUTIES (Specific) 
Responsibility to maintain standards and function within the guidelines of the 
Close Supervision Program. 
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job Expectations Page 2 
Responsibility to maintain daily alert supervision of the child's activities 
at home, in school, in the neighborhood and at work. 
Responsibility to be aware of all matters pertaining to safety and behavioral 
adjustments of the child and to communicate with the child's counselor and 
the Program Coordinator through appropriate written and oral reports. 
Responsibility to supervise and direct child activities relative to partiCi­
pant involvements, and at times initiate constructive activities. 
Responsibility to assist and cooperate with all authorized agents having 
legitimate business with the child,-including police, volunteers, parents, 
educators, clergy, and other such persons. 
Responsibility _to abide by and accept any and all such directives relative to . 
job functions as the Close Supervision Coordinator may from time to t~e direct.­
R,esponsibility to attend a weekly staff meeting. 
\ 
\ 
'.~ 
'. 
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ATTACHMENT C 
CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAM 
I. 	 Program Objectives 
A. 	 To provide a program for supervision and control of youth in 

Multnomah County who would otherwise be placed in The Donald 

E. Long Home. 
B. 	 By implementation of this program, to reduce the number of y~uths 
held in secure detention pending disposition and implementation 
of Court plan. 
II. 	Program Goals 
A. 	 Personnel Structure 
1. 	 Program Coordinator 
2. 	 Community Youth Workers 
B. 	 Referral Procedure 
1. 	 Screening Criteria: 
a. 	 The youth must have a home available, natural or substitute; 
b. 	 The case is not so notorious to render the youth una~ceptable 
to the community; 
c. 	 A Community Youth Worker is available who can assume supervision. 
2. 	Screening Procedu~e 

The coordinator shall: 

a. 	 Interview youths who have been in The Donald E. Long Home 
for three (3) days, to determine suitability for the program; 
b. 	 Contact the Juvenile Court Counselor and discuss suitability 
for placement; 
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CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAM 	 p. 2 
c. 	 Contact the parent~ to discuss the program and their cooperation; 
d. 	 Assign a Community Youth Worker; 
e. 	 Make arrangements for child to be released, at which time the 
assigned Youth Worker and Counselor will explain the program 
in detail to the paren~s. 
f. 	 Juvenile Court Counselors may also refer youths to the coordinator 
for consideration. 
C. 	 The role of the Co~unity Youth Worker 
1. 	 Carry a maximum caseload of five (5)~ 
2. 	 When possible, use team work approach; 

3. 	 Make at least two face-to-face contacts daily with each youth; 

4. 	 Maintain contact with parents, schools and community resources; 

5. 	 Work with the Juvenile Court Counselor; 

6. 	 Involve and supervise youths in constructive activities; 

7. 	 Maintain flexible hours and availability; 

8. Submit activity reports as required; 

9.. Participate in orientation, training and review meetings. 

D. 	 Termination Procedure 
1. 	 'Youths in the program will be terminated upon disposition and 
fmplementat~on of plan (max~ of 3 weeks) or by request of J.C.C. 
2. 	 Youths may be returned to The Dona1d.E. Long Home for: 
a. 	 A new law violation; 
b. 	 Lack of cooperation on the part of the youth and/or the parents. 
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IV. Program Evaluation 
A. Presence of the youth for any scheduled Court hearings. 
B. Incidence of delinquency while on the program. 
Revised for 4/18/74 
'. 
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POSITION DESCRIPTION 
PORTLAND r·1ETROPOLITA.N STEERING COH!.tIITTEE - EOA (Inc.) 
JOB TITLE: 	 Lead Community Youth Worker 
FUNDAl-milTAL 
OBJECTIVE: 	 The Lead 'Community Youth Horker is responsible for 
providing 'Supervision for children released from the 
Juvenile Detention Home \-lhile a\'laiting Juvenile Court. 
action. In addition, provides mid-level supervision 
of the Community Youth Norker Staff. 
REPORTS TO: 	 Close Supervision Coordinator 
SUPERVISORY 
RESPONSIBILITY: 	 Hid-Level Supervision . 
Insure Corrununity Youth Workers are meeting required 
contacts with cases, and maintaining communications 
\"i th court counselor. , 
DUTIES & 
RESPONSIBILITIES: 	 To develop a close relationship with children in 
assigned caseload and provide consistent supervision 
for them. 
To interpret and explain Close Supervision progra~ 
"Rules of Supervision" to parent and child. 
To maintain standards and function within the guide­
lines of the program. 
To make at least two (2) face-to-face contacts with 
the child each day 	and to maintain contact with other 
persons significant to the childs' well being. 
To maintain an awareness of all matters pertaining 
to 'the safety and behavi?ral adjustments of the child. 
To' communicate with the childs' Juvenile Court· 
Counselor and Program Coordinator through appropriate 
oral ana. vlritten reports. 
To supervise and direct child activities relative to 
participant involvements, and from time to tine. initia' 
constructive activities. 
To a~sist and cooperate vlith all authorized agents 
having legi timate business \'li th the child. 
rl'o "lork closely and harmoniously vli th assigned team 
members. 
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2. 
To abide by and accept all directions relative to 
job function as directed by the Close Supervision 
Coordinator. 
To be available for emergencies and attend weekly 
staff meetings. 
LI:-1I11S OF 
AUTHORITY: To perform the above duties within the limits of OEO, DOL, 
HEttl I and PHSC policies and procedures and vIi thin the limits 
of city, county, state and federal laws. 
'II, 
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PORTLAND r~ETROPOLITAN STEERING COt4MITIEE 
. CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAM 
The Multnomah County Department of Residential Services has contracted wi~h 
the""Portland r~etropol;tan Steering Committee to establish and operate a Close 
Supervision Program as an alternative to secure Detention for juveniles refer­
red ,to the r-~ultnomah County Juvenile C~urt. 
The PMSC Close Supervision Program, as it is called, maintains a staff of four 
Communi ty Youth vlorkers and a Program Coordi nato-r to "provi de the servi ces con­
tracted for. 
. 	 " 
The philosophy of the Program is that many of the juveniles referred to the 
Court do not require the secure custody of the Juvenile Detention Home \'/hile 
iA"/iliting Court SE:rV1Ci2:S; but that th~y GO re:,!uire (.IOS~ ~ulJt!I'vi5jUii wlli'.: ill 
the community. 
The crite~ia for admittance of a juvenile into the Program is that: 
( 1) 	 he or she have a home available, either the natural one or a surrogate; 
(2) 	 the case is not so notorious as to render the juvenile unacceptable to 
the communi ty ; . . 
( 3) 	 all parties involved with the case (parents, Juvenile Court Counselor~ 
COl11l1uni ty Youth Horker assi gned, and the. j uven; 1e) agree to max imum 
p~:.ticipation in the Program. 
Once a juvenile ;s admitted to the Program, he is assigned a Community Yo~th 
~lorker. It is the responsibil ity of the Community Youth Harker to initially 
orient the juvenile to the Program and to any special rules \·,hich have been 
tailored for the juvenile. While on the Program, the juvenilets behavior will 
be monitored by the CYW through dai1y. cont.~ts with the juvenile, parents, 
school officials, employers and other interested parties. S€condary duties 
are to provide and introduce a variety of healthy activities the child may 
pursue aftel" he is no 1onger on the Program. 
A juvenile is closed off of the Program when he attends his Court Hearing 
foIhich is approximately 21 days on the Program.. He may, also, be terminated 
from 	 the Program for committing a ne\y la\y violation or if he fails to follow 
the rules of the Program. If a juvenile is terminated, he is returned to 
Detention to a\'/ait his Court Ilearing. 
9~ 
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The Juvenile Court Councelor and the Communi~y Youth Worker maintain an activity 
line of communication as to the juvenile's behavior and progress while on Close 
Supervision. When the juvenile 'atteflds his Court Hearing, a repor.t is submitted 
. by the Communi ty Youth Horker concerni ng the j uven; 1e I s overa 11 performance \,/hi le 
·on the Program. The Com~unity Youth Worker may also attend the Court Hearing and 
provide information which may have a.bearing on the Court disposition. 
We, ~t the Portland Metropolitan Steering Committee feel that a program of this 
.nature can be very beneficial to a juvenile \-/ho \-Iould othen1ise be institutional-
ized,'pending his Court Hearing. If you wish further information concerning the 
Program, feel free to contact me -­
Patrick S\,/eeney 
Program Coordinator _ 
Pt~c Close Supervision 'Program
1110 S. E. Alder Street 
Portland, Oregon 97214­
Phone: (503) 238-4631 
."1" .'.f 
PS: gp\'1 
." 
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~ruLTNOMAH COUNTY 
CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAM 
DEPARTMENT OF RESIDENTIAL SERVICES 
IN TIlE INTEREST OF ) CASE NO. ) 	 --------------------­
) 

) 

A CHILD UNDER 18 ) J.C.C. 
YEARS OF AGE ) 
RULES OF SUPERVISION 
You have been placed by the Department of Residential Services into the Close 
Supervision Program. This means that we believe you, with the help of your parents 
and the Community Youth Worker can be a good' citizen pending disposition by the 
Court on your case. As a sign of good faith on your part, the Court requires that 
you live within the general and special rules of supervision which are listed below. 
If you fail to abide by any of these rules, it may be necessary to return you to ' 
the Juvenile Detention Home pending your Cou~t Hearing. 
GENERAL RULES 
1. 	 Obey the laws of Federal, State and Local Government. 
2. 	 Attend school regularly unless excused by proper authority. 
3. 	 Make reasonable attempt to keep employed if you are excused from school. 
4. 	 Be in your place of residence at the hour designated, and remain therein 
during the night, as approved by your parents, your Juvenile Court Counselor, 
or the Community Youth Worker. 
5. 	 Obey your parents, the Court, Juvenile Court Counselor, and Community Youth 
Worker. 
6. 	 Avoid all companionships and places which may lead you into trouble, or which 
are not approved by your parents, your Juvenile Court Counselor, or Community 
Youth Worker. . 
1. 	 Notify your Juvenile Court Counselor and Community Youth Worker of any change 

of address. " 

8. 	 Keep all appointments with your Juvenile Court Counselor unles~ excused by 
proper authority. 
9. 	 Parents and Legal Custodians: To cooperate in helping and assisting this 
child 	to abide by the Rules of Supervision. 

SPECIAL RULES 

These rules o'f Supervision have been read and explained to me, and I agree to 
abide by them.DATE:_____________________________ 
SIGNATURE OF CHILDDATE:___________________________ 
SIGNATURE OF PARENTDATE:____________________________ 
COMMUNITY YOUTH WORKER 
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PORTLli.ND t1E'1'nOPOLI'l'Il':!'I ST!:ERIl'!G CO!·l:-II'l'TEE 
CLOSE SUPE~VISIOIl P!tOGPJ\11 
N1\lJiE l' AGE .CDR~ 
SEX ·RACE DATE ADHITTED CT. DATE 
ADDRESS RESIDING AT PHONE 
l-iOTIIER 
t'10RK PHONE 
"... 
FATHER 
WORK PHONE 
.. SCHOOL ATT:E~lDING GRliDE LEV~L 
EHPLOYER POSITIO!~ 
ADDRESS PHONE 

'cyro: JCC PUPNE 
CSD CASEt';ORI<ER PHONE 
ATTO::\?7EY r!IO!'~E 
DATE RELEl"1S:r:D 
COHr·U~NTS 
.. 

., 
---
--- ---
---
---
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PMSC CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAM 
CLIENT EVALUATION 
Number of days on Close Supervision__________ __ 
1. 	 Did you feel the PMSC Close Supervision Program was of any benefit to you. 
No Benefit Some Benefit
"---
Very Beneficial~___ 
2. 	 Did you feel your Community Youth Worker was of any help to you. 
Never"___ Sometimes All The Time 
3. 	 Did you feel you could talk freely with your Community Youth Worker. 
Never___ Sometimes 	 All The T1me_~_ 
4. 	 Did you feel that the PMSC Close Supervision Program was too restrictive 
on you. 
Never___ Sometimes
"---
All The T:f.me 
5. 	 Do you feel that the PMSC Close Supervision Program-should continue 
in operation. 
Yes___ No.___ 
Feel free to make any comments you may have concerning the Close Supervision 
Program". ­
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(503) 246-3304 • ROOM 605. COUNTY ,..QUilT HOUSE • PORTLAND. OREGON • £'7204 
July 25, 19.74 
Portland Metro Steering Comm - EOA~Inc. 
1110 S. E~ Alder • Mr. John D. Rice, Director 
Portland, Oregon 97214 Dept. Administrativ~ Services 
Attn: Lorraine Duncan Fiscal l1anagement Division' 
804 Court House 
Mr. Jewel Goddard, Director Attn: Mr. Ralph Hawkins, 
Dept. of Human Services Accounting Manager 
1514 Georgia-Pacific Bldg. 
Portland, Oregon Mr. Ross M. Hall, Comptroller 
Budget Office 

Juvenile Court & Home 805 Court House 

1401 N. E. 68th Ave. 

Portland, Oregon 

Attn: Mr. Robert Holm 
'Dea~ Sirs: 
Be it remembered, that at a meeting of the Board'of County 

Commissioners held July 25, 1974, the following action was taken: 

In the matter of the execution of an Agreement .) 

with the Portland Metropolitan Steering Committee ­
EOA, (INC), to implement a Close Supervision Pro­ ) O' R D E R 

gram for juvenile persons coming within the 

custodial protection of the Juvenile Court and ) 

Donald E Long Home - July 1, 1974 to June 30, 1975 ) 

The above-entitled matter having come before the Board and full 

consideration having been given thereto, upon motion of commissioner clark, . 

duly seconded by Commissioner Gordon, it is hereby unanimously . 

ORDERED that Mu1tnomah County, Oregon, enter into the above- . 

entitled Agreement tendered to and before the Board this date, and that the 

Chairman of the Board be and he is hereby iutnortzed and directed to execute 

said Agreement for and on behalf of Multnomah County, Oregon. 

Yours very truly, 
Enes - AGRMNT in dup to EOA 

for exec B}' 

Board 

Please return one fully executed copy of to this o~fice - attention 

Clerk of the Board. 

v -\, 
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·AGREEI1ENT 
v.THIS AGREEI1El'IT by and betvleen MULTNOr-IAH COUNTY, a 
political su~division of the State of Oregon, hereinafter called 
It.County , If and PORTLlum I'!ETROPOLITAN STEERING CO~IfwrrTTEE--IDA, 
(ll'J'C.)" hereinafter referred to as npI1SC, II 
" WIT N E SSE T H·: . 
\~, County desires to implement a Close Supervision 
Progran for juvenile persons coming within the custodial pro­
tection of the ~fultnomah County Juve~ile Court and the Donald 
E. Long 	j~venile Home; and 
\m:EREAS, PMSC is qualified and prepared to furnish to 
the County a Close Supervision Program that 'vil~ best suit 
. the needs of .cer~ain juvenile persons co~ing within the 
custodial protection of the County; now, therefore 
IN CONSIDERATION OF THE 11tJTUAL COv.Er~.A1rTS HEREIN CONTATIiED 
and for other good and valuable consideration, the parties 
hereto agree as follows: 
• 
1. County vlill allot fund~ to PI-ISC in the mini:ri:ru.m amount 
of Fifty-Eight Thousand, Seven Hundred Sixty-Five Dollars 
($58,765.00) for the period July 1, 1974, through June 30, 
.' ~(.-" 
1975, upon condition that P!1S,C guarantee to provide its 
Close Supervision Prograr:l. service for 'at least tVlenty .('20) 
clients per day_ 
\ 
~. '\, 
I 
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. 
2. County will allot funds in addition to the S~ of 
$58,765.00 in an amount not to exceed the sum of Seventeen 
Thousand, Eight Hundred Eighty-Five Dollars ($17,885.00) for the 
period JUly 1, 1974., throuC;h June 30, 1975, for the care of 
not more than. ten additional clients. The additiona~ Silla ,..,ill 
b~ based on the 'number of clients times the nUI~ber of dayls 
-J care timez the sum of $4.90 per cliertt per day. 
Further, 'County ''Till not 'trlithout contractual modifi~ations, 
agreed to by both parties, increase at any period the number 
of' referrals as provided for in the preceding tvlO parac;raphs. 
. ---~'" ~ 
'3. County ''Iill ac~ as the primary referral source for 

PI1SC's program in juvenile delinquency cases meeting ~ountyls 

criteria for juveniles elig~ble for P~~C's Close Supervision 

Program. 

4. County will provide technical assistance to Pl\~C as 
is'required,to adequately correlate juvenile delinquency policy 
, . 
pertaining to ~CIS Close Supervision Program and to assist 

:PI1SC to successfully ca:rry out said program. 

5. County will provide PI1SC with such infornation as
,.' 
PI1SC requires conc'erning refer:x;ed j'\lvenile p~rsons provided 
.. *'" ,.,. J..' .f... 
that such information is 'permitted by Juvenile Co~~t through 
a duly authorized. counselor. 
Further, County will initiate the furnishing of information 
from other programs IDld administrations as is necessary for 
PI~C to continue adequate Close Supervisi~n Program community 
\. ~ ~ 
linkages. 
..... _J 
i 
~8 
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Supervision Program as stipulate~ in MUltnomah County Oregon, 
Interoftice Memorandum; New Program: Close Supervision; To: 
. . I 
Co-vlorkers and Friends; From: C'. Do C~a"lford, Director, 
Residential Services; dated 4/19/74; Attachment A. 
? PMBC will continue as a basis for its Close Super­
vision Progr~ Community Yqu~h Worker job descr~ption, duties 
and responsibilities of said workers .as explained in ~tnomah 
Co~ty, Close' Supervision Program, Department of Residential 
Services, Job Expectations, Community Youth Worker, dated 
4/18/74, "lith the exception or GElTERAL, paragraph 1, .Attachment. 
B. 
8. Pl1SC \:il1 continue wi~hin its Close Supervision 
Program stipulations as appear in Close SupeI~ision ProGram, 
. 
revis8cl 4/18/74'J....~ tems_ I trJXou~ IV, Attacbnent. c. 
9. PMSC will iuclude within. its Close Supervision ~-.-.-. "­
Program manning table a Coordinator who will assume direct super­
vision of program operation and assigned personnel. 
10. Pa:yrnent ,\,lill b8 :wade to PYSC by County not later than 
the ~5th day follo1tling receiptl by qounty of 'PYSC' s billing
/ •. ' • f... . . 
for each· preceding month. . 
11. The period of this agreement shall be from July 1, 
1974, to ana including June 30, 1975, unless extended by 
agreement of the parties. 
. J" 
12. This agree~ent may be terminated at any time prior 
to the agreed upon period by either par~y upon thirty (30) 
days •.._~~~i tteI?- D:ot;i.~~_~ 
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l~. PI'1SC" is deemed -to be an independent contractor. as 
party to this abreement 'and agrees to hold ~he County harm1es~ 
from all claims arising from the carrying out of its obligations 
under this agreement. 
1a ~~ ~a~+;~q ~~~~~;~;n~ +ho noon ~~- ~~~~;An~~h'~
- ,.. "--.--" - -- - - - - - - ....,------u --- --_ ... - _ .. - - ------ .. - --- ~ 
flexibility in carrying out the promises, covenants and con­
ditions contained herein, agree that in£ornal modification of 
procedure or 'metho~ may be'permitted by agreement qf the . 
parties where the substance of the agreement is not affected. 
IN vIT~r.ESS ~~F, the parties hereto have caused 
this agreement to be executed by their duly authorized office=s 
as of the day and year first hereinabove v~itt~n• 
."'-'" \ 
, \ . 
, " 
.", ,.';,0-"1 .:!. _~ / f 7 Y MULTUOI1AH C01JNTY, OREGO~1 
It BOARD OF COmITY COI'u-rrSSIONERS 
! ~.. 
By
'// Chairman ' 
PORTL.AIID IETROPOLIT.AN' STEERING C0I-111ITTEE 

EOA, (Il~C.) 

By________________________________ _ 
APPROVED ~ TO FORM: . 
Chax'les ~. ~'Vans . 
County Counsel for 
I .' •11ultnomah County, Oregon 
,.. ., (:,.f... 
Page 3 - J.{;reement (!'-luI tnomah County and 
l?ortlfilld 1'-1etropolitan Steering Committee~­
~ 
ill.A , (Inc.) ) 
\' \. 
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APPENDIX I 
WORKING AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PORTLAND METROPOLITAN STEERING COMMITTEE 
AND MULTNOMAH COUNTY DEPARTI1ENT OF RESIDENTIAL SERVICES 
The Multnomah County Department of Residential Services herein enters 
into written agreement with the Portland Metropolitan Steering Committee 
to establish a Close Supervision Program as an alternative to secure de­
tention for juveniles. 
This agreement is to set out some specific areas of responsibility 
for the program of Close Supervision contracted to Portland Metropolitan 
Steering Committee by Multnomah County. In this program, Portland 
Metropolitan Steering Committee will provide. a staff including one ~~ose 
Supervision Coordinator and a minfmum of four Community Youth Workers. 
Supervision of Community Youth Workers Staff: 
The supervision of Community Youth Workers staff will be the re­
sponsibility of the Portland Metropolitan Steering Committee and its 
Close Supervision Coordinator and will follow the guidelines in Contract 
Attachment C. Item 2, C. 
In Subsection (9.) of that item, the Department of Residential· 
Services will provide assistance in these activities as needed (orien­
tation, training and review or staff meetings). 
The Portland Metropolitan Steering Committee Close Supervision Co­
ordinator will schedule a weekly staff meeting with the Community Youth 
Workers staff to discuss' policy and case progress and/or problems". A 
Department of Residential Services staf~ person will participate in the~e 
meetings when appropriate. 
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Communication: 
It is essential that the Community Youth Workers be available 
for messages and in communicati~n with the juvenile, his counselor and 
the Department of Residential Services. 
To implement this, the Department of Residential Services will 
provide a 24 hour message service at the Donald E. Long Home. This will 
include a box where written messages may be left and telephone service 
where messages may be received and relayed. 
Portland Metropolitan Steering Committee.will be· responsible to 
have its Community Youth Workers staff tel~phone twice a day to che~~ fo~ 
messages (preferably before noon and again before 8:00 p.m. each day) 
and leave a telephone number where they may be reached if they plan to be 
away from their home phone for an extended period. If another Community 
Youth Worker is temporarily supervising a caseload for an assigned Commun­
ity Youth Worker, that information must be left at the telephone message 
center also. 
Assignments: 
Screening and clearance for release into Close Supervision will be the 
responsibility of the Department of Residential Services and will follow 
the Referral and Screening procedures in Contract Attachment C. Item II Bt 
with the understanding that in /)2 of that item, the term "Coordinator" 
refers to a Department of Residential Services staff person, and in subsect~on 
(d.) of that item, the assignment will be done by the Portland Metropolitan 
Steering Committee Close Supervision Coordinator, assisted by the above 
s~aff person. 
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In Subsection {3.} of the same above item, explanation of the program 
will be done initially by Juvenile Court or Residential Services staff. 
Arrangements for actual supervision on a day-to-day basis will be 
worked ou~ by the Community'Youth Worker with the family involved. 
Portland Metropolitan Steering Committee Close Supervision Coordinator 
will have Community Youth Worker staff available for same day release from 
detention and admission of a child to the Close Supervision Program when 
notified of the assignment to the program before noon of that,day. 
Terminations: 
When a child is terminated from the C10s~ Supervision Program, the 
Department of Residential Services staff will notify the Portland Metro­
politan Steering Committee Close Supervision Coordinator. Terminations 
will generally follow Contract attachment C Item II Section D., with 
the exception that upon occasion a child may be carried on the program 
longer than the three week period specified. 
When it is necessary to terminate a young person for lack of coop­
eration, his return to detention must first be cleared by the Department 
of Residential Services. The Community Youth Worker assigned to that 
case must contact Residential Services and secure a clearance before re­
turning the child to the detention home. 
When a court date is set for a child on Close Supervision, it is 
the responsibility of the Community Youth Worker to bring and/or' 
insure that the child is in Court. 
10'3 
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When a child is terminated from the Close Supervision Program, the 
Portland Metropolitan Steering Committee Close Supervision Coordinator 
will provide the Department of 'Residential Services with a brief week 
by week summary of the child's progress and/or problems and behavior 
while in the program.' 
Meetings: 
A meeting will'be held at least once a month for the purpose of 
reviewing or revising the current policies and practice of the Close 
Supervision Program. 
MULTNOMAH COUNTY CORRECTIONS DIVISION 
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES 
By___ 
Director 
PORTLAND METROPOLITAN STEERING COMMITTEE-­
EOA, (INC.) 
By___________________ 
Date:__________________________ _ 
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APPENDIX J 
CIRCUIT COURT 
STATt: or OREIION 
DIRECTORJUDGES 
FIELDING WEATHERFOJi 
MERCEDES F, DEIZ MUl.TNOMAH COUNTY JUVENIl.E COURT 
HARLOW F. LENON ANDJEAN L. LEWIS 
DONALD E. LONG HOMEGEORGE A. VAN HOOMISSIEN 
1401 N. E. 68TH AVENUE 
PORTLAND, OREGON 97213 
2••-3.60 
December 30, 197" 
Thomas Wright,. Jr. 
3242 I'.E. 58th 
Portland, Oregon 9721' 
Dear Mr. Wright: 
We are pleased to receive your request to research the Close Super­
vision Program. I understand that this ~s in connection with lour 
graduate work at the Portland State Universit, Graduate School of 
Social Work. . 
You are authorized to review our case fUes of the children referred 
to the Close Supervision Program for information on the questionnaire 
submitted. I would-request that you tabulate your information by the 
child's case number rather than the child's name or parents name. 
This will simplif,. the matter of confidentialitl. . 
Very truly ,.ours, 
Fielding Weatherford,'Directar 
Multnomah County Juvenile Court 
JW:YO 
.&.v.., 
APPENDIX K 
PROGRAJI EVALUATION 
CLOSE SUPERVISION PROGRAM 
We, the undersigned graduate students at the School of Social Work. 
Portland State University, request your assistance in the completion 
of the attached questionnaire on the Close Supervision Program. 
This research is conducted primarily to fulfil graduation require­
ments, and will have no adverse effects on your involvement with the 
Juvenile Court. Your participation is voluntary. We also want to, 
assure you ,that the information you supply will be held in strictest 
confidence. 
We appreciate your cooperation in helping us to conduct this study 
which will assist in the delivery of services to youth involved in the 
Juvenile Justice System. 
Sincerely, ., .~ 
Henderson Trotman ' 
Thomas Wright, Jr. 
~~ .. ~. 
..L.VV 
APPiNDIX L 
FORM A 
PROGRAl1 EVALUATION 
QUESTIONNAIRE ON CLOSE SUPERVISION PR~1 
1. 	Between August 1 - December 31, 1974, how many juvenUes did you 
place on the Close Supervision Program? 
2. 	 What are the objectives of the Close Supervision Program? 
3. 	 What are your comments concerning the eligibility requirements for 
admission to the Close Supervision Program? 
4. 	 tVhat kind of juvenile is the Close Supervision Program designed 
to serve? 
5. 	 Why do you feel there is need for the Close Supervision Program in 
lfultnomah County? 
6. 	 How do you determine which juveniles from your caseload will be 

placed on the Close Supervision Program? 

7. 	 lihat are your expectations of the Close Supervision's staff relative 
to the juveniles you place on the program? 
8. 	 What are your expectations of the juveniles you place on the Close 

Supervision Program? 

9. ~t would happen to a youth who meets the eligibility requirements 
but does not want to participate on the Close Supervision P~ogram? 
10. What role do you play in relation to the juveniles you place on the 
Close Supervision Program? 
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FORM A - p.2 
11. 	tlhat are your comments concerning the rules and restrictions of Close 
Supervision Program? 
l2.How does the Close Supervision Program help the juveniles to avoid 
further law violations while they are on the program? 
13. 	Why do you think some juveniles succeeded and others failed on the 
Close Supervision Program? 
14. 	How has the Close Supervision Program changed the delivery 'of 
services to juveniles at the Donald E. Long ILrnne? 
COMMmlTS: 
\ 
.n..&. ... QJ.'U''&'.n. ~-J. 
FORM B 
PROGRAN: EVALUATION 
QUESTIO~~AlRE ON CLOSZ SUPERVISION PROG~1 
1. 	 What kind of services and activities did you provide the jllveniles 
you supervised on the Close Supervision Program? 
2~ 	 In what ways were you most helpful to the juveniles on the Close 
Supervision Program? 
3. 	 why do you feel there is a need for the Close Supervision Program 
in Multnomah County? 
4. 	 What are the objectives of the Close Supervision Program? 
., 5. lfuat kind of juvenile is the program designed to serve!? 
\. 
·6. 	 How does the Close Supervision Program help juveniles to 

avoid further law violations while they are on the program? 

7. 	 l~t would happen to a juvenile if the individual said he did 
not want to continue on the Close Supervision Program? 
~. 	 How has the Close Supervision Program changed the delivery of 
services to juveniles at the Donald E. Long Home? 
COMl1E!ITS: 
~. 
--------
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APPENDIX N 
FORM C 
YOUTH DATA COLLECTION 
FILE , __________ 

AREA OF CITY_____________ 

AGE SEX RACE___ 

SCHOOL ATTENDING,_____________________ 
GRADE LEVEL-=---______________________ 
EMPLO~.______________________________________________ 
OCCUPATION-=---___________________________________________ 
JCC~__________________________________________________ 
CYW,___________________________________________________ 
~~ SOlmCE~_________________________________________ 
REFERRAL OFFENSE(S)______---.:____________ 
CRITERIA FOR SELECTION TO CSP____________________ 
DAYS IN JDH BEFORE CSP DAYS ON' CSP 
NUMBER OF TIMES ON CSP NUMBER OF PREVIOUS OFFENSES__ 
TYPES OF PREVIOUS OFFENSES,_________________ 
REASON FOR RELEASE FROM CSP__________________ 
COURT ATTENDANCE YES ( )'NO ( ) 

COURT DISPOSITION,_____________________ 

ADDITIONAL SERVICES BY CYW',_________________ 

